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PREF ACE 

It may seem rather arbitrary to write a monograph on the 
ideas of the Western Semites concerning the Ocean. F or it is 
weil known that the ideas of the Israe1ites for example on 
this point are c10sely akin to those of the Babylonians and 
that the theories found in Muslim authors showagreat deal 
of affinity to those of the Greeks. 

I have two arguments which may justify the geographical 
boundaries of the present study. In the first place it seemed 
superfluous to add to the materials united in the following 
pages those data from Greek and Babylonian literature that 
are known to be within the reach of every scholarly reader. 
Further these additions might give the impression that Greek 
and Babylonian cosmography were treated too. This would 
in deed be beyond my powers. 

In the second place 1 must remark that a treatise on the 
ideas of the Greeks, the Western Semites and the Babylonians 
would not form an any less arbitrary selection from the cos
mographic ideas of ancient peoples. F or such a definition of 
the subject would have brought us face to face with several 
questions that are not yet sufficiently elucidated to be solved. 
I will mention only the following: what is the relation between 
the Babylonian and the Sumerian ideas on this and on other 
points? Is there any relation between Babylonia and Egypt 
concerning cosmographic views? Where did the Greeks get 
their cosmographic ideas? 

My conclusion is that enlarging the subject Westward and 
Eastward would not meet the objections mentioned. 50 I am 
conscious of dealing arbitrarily, but at the same time convinced 
that this arbitrariness could scarcely be avoided. 



VI PREFACE 

The best method of research in subjects like the present 
seems to me that different groops of literature should he 
taken separately by different inquirers; a comparison of their 
results may procure us a wide view of the subject which 
might enable us to trace the course such ideas have followed 
in antiquity and the Middle Ages. 

A further point is to be observed. When a ,.ésumé ,of the 
present study was delivered as a lecture to a private circ1e, 
Professor SNOUCK ' HURGRONJE warned me, that the ideas here 
èalled th~ ideas of the Western Semites cannot be appropriated 
to these peoples with certainty; they possibly belong to others 
and may have found a fortuitous unity in nearer Asia only . 
. I willingly acknowledge the justness of this remark. 50 the 
collection of materials given in the present study is only to 
be taken as such; it ' does ' not bear a conc1usive character. I 
only hope, th~t it may be of use to others, 5emitic and non-
5emitic scholars, who make investigations in cognate fields. 

It is my agreeable duty to express my warmest thanks to 
Mrs. KUENEN-WICKSTEED for her careful revision of the English 
text of this monograph. 

Leiden, 1918. A. J. WENSINCK 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE OCEAN IN TIIE COSMOGONY 

It is not only remote Semitic antiquity th at has produced 
cosmogonic stories ; even in so late a time as the Christian 
aera we observe how popular phantasy, though checked by 
sacred books and their official interpreters and guardians, worked 
upon a subject which of old fascinated human imagination. 
This phantasy, ho wever, takes a different direction; monotheism 
put an end to the strife between different gods and nature 
became an instrument at the service of the one God. Of course 
th is change did not take place at one period; the Mandaeans 
for example were at liberty to work out or to gather products 
of a polytheistic scheme, at a time when Jews and Christians 
remembered their polytheistic Past only very dimly, if they 
did at all. It is even true that the biblical story of the crea· 
tion, as it is written in the book of Genesis, contains only 
very few features recalling its mythologic pa.ttern. Later bibli
cal literature on the other hand contains allusions of a much 
more definite kind. It is Gunkel's merit to have carefully col
lected and explained in his Schöpfung und Chaos these scat
tered sayings and to have shown th at they are fragments 
from cosmological tales differing from those which have come 
down to us. 

Comparing the nature of the ocean as it is described in 
mythological and semi-mythological passages, with its character 
in those literary products which might be styled monotheistic, 
a point of difference is to be noted at once: in the former 
class of passages the ocean bears the character of a being 
hostile to the creating god; in the Jatter class it has become 
the one god's instrument, or his resting-pJace. 

The literature of the Western Semites furnishes us with a 
great many examples illustrating this statement. We can only 
give a few out of many. We will begin with the former class. 

Verhaad. KOD. Ab,l. Y. WeteDICh. Nieuwe Reeu DL XIX N° ••• 
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We have in the first place to eaU attention to the description 
given in Psalm 104. 

Vs. 5 sqq.: He founded the earth upon its piIIars, that it should 
not totter for ever. The ocean covered it as a garment: the 
waters stood above the mountains. At thy rebuke they fled; 
at the voice of thy thunder they hasted away (mountains rise 
arid valleys sink) to the place which thou hast founded for 
them. Thou hast set a bound that they may not pass over; 
that they turn not again to cover the earth 1). 

This is a sort of story of the creation, dealing with a sub
ject different from that in Genesis I. The earth, in the begin
ning, is covered by the waters; the creation of the earth into 
a cosmos consists really in God's rebuking away the water, 
the chaotic element. The hostiIe character of the water, its 
fiendish nature, is accentuated by the addition: Thou hast set 
a bound that they may not pass over. 

Of course this story is not an individual creation of the poet: 
it need not surprise us to find it, in a more or less fuU form, 
in ot her books too. The author of Proverbs 8, vs. 29 is also 
acquainted with the old enmity between Jahwe and Tehom: 
When he gave to the sea hiR decree, that the waters should 
not pass his commandment (Htt. mouth): when he appointed 
the foundations of the earth ir. 

Here again Jahwe's commandment was necessary in order 
to check the conquering power of the ocean; the foundations 
of the earth, i. e. the mountains, are possibly meant as the 
means by which the waters are restrained. 

Later tradition has not passed these stories in silence; they 
co me to expression chiefly in the Midrashim. The Midrash 
Bereshit Rabba knows that the mountains are the fortresses 
which hold back Tehom 8). And according to Midrash Tanbuma 
God has sealed up the ocean with the tora: With the tora 
he sealed the ocean th at it should not inundate the worId ..... 
with it he sealed TehoDl th at it should not subrnerge the worId '). 

1) (50 iD 5tead of ~n'c:J) ilrlO:J ~;:J C'iln '31' C;"31 ~'cn ;:J il'l~:JC ;31 ."N ic' 
n'31p::1 ~", C"il ';31' lm~n' '1031' ;,p 10 I'C'l' 1m31J IC c'c "031' C"il ;31 

."Nil n,c:J; l0tel' ;::1 1"::131' ;::1 notel ;'::lJ Cil; mc' ilT c~pc ;N 
2) ."N ',c,o 'p~n::1 "D ~'::131' N; C'C~ ~pn C'; 'C,Tt'::l 
3) m 1:J C;'31i1 nN '1'lr'~ il;31' N;W c'iln; C'Tt'::l:Jl '''il C"il ilC, par. XXXllI. 

4) p. 12: C'ilnil nN cnn il::1~ ... C"31il nN '1~W" N~' N;W CU"p'N C' cnn il::l, 
C;'31i'l nN '1'lr' N;ltI 
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Also Syriac literature proves to be acquainted with a picture 
like that given in Psalm 104. According to Ephraim and Jacob 
of Edessa in the beginning the earth was covered by the waters 
like ihe embryo by the membranes. God rent th is mass of 
water and by ' providing the earth with mountains and basins, 
he made places for it, which restrained it 1). Another frequent 
comparison is that between the earth surro_unded by the waters 
with the yolk of the egg as being surrounded. by the glair; this 
comparison is found in Syriac as weil as in Arabic literature. · 

The enmity between Jahwe and Tehom in Hebrew literature 
is expressed strikingly in the several representations of Tehom, 
viz. as Leviathan and as Rahab. Psalm 74, 13 sq.: Thou didst 
divide the sea by thy strength, thou brokest the heads of the 
dragons in the waters. Thou brokest the heads of Leviathan in 
pieces and gavest them to be meat to the people inhabiting 
the wildemess'). And Psalm 89, 10: Thou rulest the raging 
of the sea i when the waves thereof arise thou stillest them. 
Thou hast broken Rahab in pieces as one that is slain; th ou 
hast scattered thine enemies with thy strQng arm 8). 

Here Leviathan is .called a dragon i Jesaja 27, 1 it is called 
a serpent (t'MJ). As GunkeI has treated all these features ela
borately in their connection with Babylonian cosmogony and 
with biblical eschatology, we may refer for further details to 
his book mentioned above. We have only to remember that 
all these attributes are representative of Tehom as a power 
opposed to Jahwe. 

Muslim cosmogony, which oJ course is wholly monotheistic, 
has yet retained some remarkable characteristics of Leviathan 
as a representation of the ocean. According to Thaclabï God 
created a fish (and this is the great sea-fish) named Levia
than, with the kunya Balahut and with the surname Bahamut '). 
Leviathan and Behemoth are identified here and in other 
traditions where the latter also denotes the fish on which the 
bull, which supports the earth, is placed I). Remarkably enough, 

I) See the text in the Navel of tbe Eartb, p. 3, notes 2 and 3. 

2) mnn tn'" 'tt'N' nm i1nN C'Oi1 ;37 C':')rI 'tt'N' m~tt' C' 1T37~ m"D i1nN 
c,,36 cl'? '~NO 

J) 1T37 >"'0 ~i1' ;;n~ nN~' i1nN c~tt'n i1nN ,,;) N'V-l C'i1 n~~ ,tt''IO i1nN 
1'~''IN mlD 

4) p. 4: I:I~ ~-' I:I*- ~, ~..,l ,..,.,1 ~I 1:I.,l1. ~-' ~ &111 ~. 
In stead ilf ~..,l and I:I~ we read of courseL..;y~ and I:I~. 

5) Uns DjalIJ. 1,12; Abn Zaid 11,48; lbn al-Wardt Ia, 36; Kisl'f, fol. pO. 
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for the bull is evidently an offspring of the biblical Behemoth. 
According to other traditions the fish and the bull drink the 
water streaming down from the earth 1). 

Other recollections of the biblical C"J\~n as representatives 
of the ocean also survive in Muslim tradition. They generally 
are now connected with the expeditions of Alexander the Great 
concerning which- we shall have to speak later on. But it may 
here already be remarked, that, though history only knows 
Alexander's conquests in the East,. Oriental mythical legend 
describes Alexander's marches towards the far East, the far 
West and the far North. Muslim tradition has chiefly worked 
out the dates connected with the West. 

Now in the romance by Pseudo·Callisthenes there is a de
scription of how Alexander, marching to the East, reaches a
river which is visited by a monster, which he cunningly kilts I). 
As the reader is aware, a complete Arabic translation of the 
Romance of Alexander is not known. Still, like pearls loosened 
from the string, we find several of the most important episodes 
scattered through Arabic literature. Alexander's slaying of 
the monster is not simply adopted by Arabic tradition, but 
is moulded into a different form. In the first place it is ascribed 
here to Alexander's march to the farthest West. Moreover it 
has assumed elements foreign to Pseudo-Callisthenes. The mon-
ster is called in Arabic, like , in Syriac, ~ which is not a 
genuine Arabic word, but a transcription (perhaps by Aramaic 
intermediary) of the Hebrew l"Jn. Further the dragon is loca
lised on one of the islands of the Western part of the ocean. 
Now these islands have, to a large extent, a mythological 
meaning j- and the Western ocean is, according to the Arabic 
conception I the ocean par excellence. So the sense of the 
tradition seems to be here the same as in the case of the 
Hebrew Leviathan: the Tinnin is a representative of Tebom. 
When th is representative is killed by Alexander, who in Semitic 
tradition is a faithful king, it is c1ear that we have here a 
myth depicting how Alexander slays Tehom, which he has 
gone out to meet expressly S). 

Mas'üdi·) gives a description of the monster which c1early 

1) Abn Zaid lI,49; lbn al-Wardl Ia, 37. 
2) Syriac text, p. 190 sqq. 
3) The story is to be (ound io Idrlsl, p. 53 sq. and io lbo al-Wardl, I b, p. 14-
4) 1, 267. 
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shows its áffinity with Leviathan: it is taken from the sea by 
angels; with its tail it destroys houses, trees and mountains; 
then it is cast down in the country of Yä-Qjü~ and Mä~ü~ 
and killed by hail; its flesh serves as food for these peoples. 
Here several features of Leviathan are united with reminis
cences of the Apocalypse, chapter 12. 

So we find literary remains of the old strife between the 
creating god and the rebellious ocean. The latter has been 
tamed in the beginning, but it has not been annihilated. It is 
only in the end of days that th is will happen; when the ocean 
is annihilated, the world will have rest; therefore it is said in 
the Apocalypse: And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: 
for the first heaven and the first earth we re passed away; and 
there was no more sea 1). 

We have now to turn towards the second class of ideas, 
that which scarcely contáins mythological elements, is purely 
monotheistic and consequently gives an impression differing 
widely from that made by the élbove traditions. We may say 
that this second series of stories of the creation is introduced 
in Semi tic literature by that of Genesis I, where God has only 
to speak and the elements, which no longer bear a rebellious 
or a personal character, submit to his orders. This range of 
ideas scarcely leaves any room for the Spirit of God brooding 
over the waters; it has been replaced by the divine throne. 

It is the J$:or'än which puts th is feature in the front of the 
story of the creation, thereby revolutionizing the old traditions. 
Süra J I, 9: 'It is he who created the heavens and earth in 
six days; and, before, his throne was up on the water' '). It is 
an image of a wonderfui, imposing nature Mohammed gives 
here, though not so loaded with mysterious gloom as that of 
Genesis I, 2. The brooding Spirit of God, which really is not 
at home in the monotheistic story, has been replaced by the 
divine throne, the seat of cosmie order, the personification of 
God's majesty. 

It seems probable that Mohammed was not the first to speak 
of God's throne resting upon the waters before the creation. 
GeigerS), in discussing Süra 11,9, has already quoted Rashi: 

I) 21, I. 

2) JOUI Je AfNr o~, ~I ;t.:.:.., ~ ~)~~ I!:J~I Io..lil> ~I ~,. 
3) Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthum au(genommen', p. 64. 
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,the throne of the divine majesty stood in the air hovering 
over the surf ace of the waters, by order of the Holy one' 1). 
It is probable that this conception is not invented by Rashi, 
but belongs to the Jewish traditional lore and through this 
reached Mohammed. 

It is further to be remembered that already in the Old Testa
ment Jahwe is represented as dwelling on the Bood: The voice 
of Jahwe is on the ~ater, the majestic god thunders, Jahwe 
i~ on the great Bood ..... Jahwe dwells over the Bood 11). 

The Muslim conception has passed into the Ethiopic romance 
of Alexander S) • 

. Muslim descriptions of the creation show that the throne 
and the water were pre-existent, as were the pen (rliill) writing 
down the decrees of the Most High, the sacred house, i..e. 
the later mosque of Mekka, and the doud '). Jewish tradition 
mentions also Paradise and Hell G). 

There is good reason for counting the water as bel on ging 
• to pre-existent things. In the Biblical story of thc creation 

several important things are passed over insilence: the ele
ments air, water and fire for example; later tradition of course 
has sought to supply th is want. Thus th~ Cave of Treasures 8) 
which does not contain anythiilg concerning pre-existent things 
asserts the water to have been created on the first day. 

As to the creation of the wateritself, Semitic traditions are 
not numerous. Proverbs 8, 24 speaks of pre-existent wisdom 
which was before the Tehomot. Job 38,8 contains only a slight 
allusion to the genesis of Tehom: ,He covered the sea with 
doórs, when it burst forth from the womb.' This silence seems 
to mean that the primaeval water must not be ranged in the 
same line as created things; it is an entity which, also in 
monotheistic times, retains something of the divine aspect which, 
in earlier times, made it be considered as the rival of the gods. 
It is only Muslim tradition that has broken the silence; Ibn 
cAbbas knows how the water has been created. When God 
intended to create the water, he created a green hyacinth, 

I) il~ Wl'i' ;w "I:) n,-c C'Oil ')1:) ;y ~mo, "'N:1 10y ":1:m NC:l 
2) Ps. 29: mil' •........ C':1, C'O ;y il\" C'Y1il "::I::Iil 'N C'Oil ;y M\" "i' 

:1W' ;,:10; 
3) p. 142: IIJIl.: ""lR~: ".,~o~ ... : Df.t.: IIJaDlLtI :A": .eü~:""~o~ ... :~: 
4) Tabarl 1,29 sqq.; Ibn al·Athlr I, 12 sqq.; Abrégé des merveilles, p. 6. 
5) cr. .The Navel of the Earth, p. 17. 
6) p. 3. 
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fixed its length, breadth and height. Then he regarded it with 
a majestic look; then it became a sm all quantity of water 
which was in constant motion. This apparent undulation and 
motion was only a trembling caused by fear of God 1). 

This is all that I have been able to find concerning the 
creation of the water. 

It is interesting to observe th at in the c1ass of ideas we are 
dealing with, the monotheistic character appears in further 
details; water is here not the enemy which has to be vanquished 
before the creation and to be checked afterwards, it is the 
element which willingly serves God's creative powers. This 
thought is condensed in the sentence. that God has created the 
uni verse in or from water. The idea occurs in the Midrash 
Bereshit Rabba: The works of the creation were watery on 
the first day; on the second they coagulated '). These words 
seem to mean that on the first day the creation still retained 
the character of the watery substance out of which it coagu
lated on the second day into its present form. The same idea 
is expressed in the ~or'än in a more general form. In Siira 
2 I, 31, in a survey of the works of the creation, Alläh says: 
We made every living thing of waterS). It is to be remarked 
that the commentators do not tell much concerning a creation 
of the universe out of water. But still the words seem to point 
to a conception like that of the Bereshit Rabba. Moreover, 
the Muslim story of the creation as we find it in folklore and 
theology, is founded upon this idea. We will, therefore, inspect 
the Muslim cosmogony more c1osely. 

Of the old-Semitic conception of the mountàins being the 
foundations of the earth and the part which has come into 

1) Nuwairl, p. 61: ~. .) J.=?,., r alll ..>~I U Js .rJ1 U"'~ cf.1 cr u;,,; 

~ ~I ~ .~ ~ 4m~ 4l.,h ~ ~ slF ~~L:! 0Ll:> sUl 

":J~'.i" ~~I 0-" ~;. W ~~ ~ ~ '.i Üïi4. !l.o o)1.N» yl 

Jl"ü ,m i.: ,ok;' ~ ..>L.:i} ~ Lil. Cf. the tradition in cAsijl'ib al-Malakllt, fol. 3 yO: 

1I)\À\1 ~ ,JJïJ1 ~ J:,.PûI~,u1 .,lP alll ~ L. J,.,I Ol LJN4= dl cr ~) 
~-,;I ~ (.SWfll ~ lP-,ttJ1 r3 sUl 4M alll ~ ~I and Tabarl 1,49; Mas'lldl I, 47· 

2). par. IV: '~p '.l~' l'~N"i1 C,'::1 Ci1'~>'C W'1 c'n; 
3) ts> s~ JS sUl ~ ~ 
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existenee before the rest, we have found very few remains 
among the Muslims 1). The view that mountains are the eoa
gulated billows of the oeean is frequently met with: God 
ereated the mountains from the billows of the water 9). But the 
deseription of the ereation of the earth and its pre-existent 
nucleus is given in a more elaborate form: In the beginning 
the Universe eonsisted of the primaeval water upon whieh the 
throne of God rested. Then God sent a soft wind that drifted 
the water away from a spot that in this way was made dry 
and wh ere a eupola arose; this was the plaee of the future 
sanetuary 3). 

The soft wind is probably a reminiseenee of the Spirit in 
Genesis I, 2 that was ncn,o i. e., aeeording to the Jewish 
interpretation, hovering over the water j but for the rest this 
is a story of the ereation th at does not depend upon a biblieal 
souree ; perhaps it may be eompared with the Babylonian poem 
relating that the first plaees ereated were Eridu and Babylon. 

Aeeording to a different version of the Muslim story the 
wind beated the biHows so that they began to foam 4). TabarI 
relates th at red or white foam (~) was on the spot of the 
future sanetuary and formed the origin of the earth I). The sane
tuary floating on the oeean long before the ereation of the 
earth, is ealled ~UI ~ ~~ 8). The foam sends a vapour upwards 
and from this vapour heaven is ereated. It is also told th at 
Alläh ereated a jewel (ii,,~) and looked upon it majestieally 
till it melted; from the vapour rising from it, heaven was 
ereated, from the rest of th~ jewel the earth 7). 

In Semitie literature this pre-existent spot in the midst of the 
primaeval waters, the origin of the later sanetuary and the 
eentre of the future earth, is ealled the navel of the earth. It 
goes without saying, that this spot in the eentre of the oeean 
eould be ealled the navel of the oeean just as weIl, for navel 
in expressions of this sort usually means eentre; and so the 
navel of the earth and the na vel of the oeean appear to be 

I) The Navel of the Earth, p. 4. 

) c , UI I I ..... 11.11.\ . .. I~ _111 ,.,1 ~l ... 1 2 Adjl ib al-MalakUt, fol. 16-: ~ (!,'.Y' '-' _ ~ ....-.- INJ '-' r--
3) Azralj.l, p. 4; NuwairJ, p. 59, 80; l;lalahJ 1,195. 
4) KbamJS 1,31; Abr~g~ des merveilles, p. 7. 
5) TafsIr 1,409, 
6) Azralj.t, p. 1 ; ~utb · al-Din, p. 25 sq. 
7) ~llZwJnl J, 9. 
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identical. As far as I know, Semitic literature does not contain 
the latter expression ; but it occurs among the Greeks. In the 
Odyssea I, 52 Ogygia, the island where Odysseus is retained 
hy Calypso, is called: 

vlJa({) Êv dp.rp,p~~ g~, T' óp.rpri)..6~ Èan ~ri)..d.a~. 
According to the Toradja's in the centre of the sea there 

is a rock, where nine streams come together, in the rock is a 
cave, the dwelling place of the crab which causes the change 
of the tides 1). 

In view of these facts it is to be remarked, th at in such 
conceptions the simple observation of primitive man is to be 
traced. Every dry spot in the ocean is the centre or the navel 
of the ocean for the eye of the inhabitants; just as every high 
mountain is the centre of the earth. With such expressions 
cosmogonic conceptions are easily to be connected. What we 
have to observe here is a different thing. 

The universe, in the Semitic conception, consists of several 
parts analogous one to the other. Thus the primaeval domi
nation of the water and the creation of the earth out of it, is 
also connected with heaven. Tradition, on th is point, may have 
arisen from a poetic utterance in the Old Testament. In Psalm 
104, 3 Jahwe is called he 'who layeth the beams of his cham
bers in the waters' i). Jahwe's 'upper rooms' are in heaven; 
so heaven is called the plat:e of water. This was the common 
idea of the old Semitic world; it is familiar from the Babylonian 
poem of the creation and it is to be traced in the biblical 
story of the creation. We shall have to discuss it later on. Here 
we will only point to some cosmogonic traditions parallel to 
those communicated above. 

In like manner as the earth was created from a centre in 
the ocean, so were the heavens. The Bereshit Rabba contains 
the cosmogony of heaven or the firmament in this form: At 
the moment when the Holy one said: let there be a firma- · 
ment in the midst of the waters, the drop that was in the centre 
coagulated and so were made the nether heavens and the upper 
ones 8). In the Midrash Shol)er Tob it is said that the heavens 
were made of water: Rabbi Pinehas said in the name of Rabbi 

I) Adriani and Kruyt, De Toradja's 111,441, Dote 2. 

z) "n"'y O'O~ mpOi1 
3) par. IV: ,wy), n'.wONi1 i1D't:) ii,'.l O'Ci1 1~~ Y'~ 'i1' i1'~'Pi1 'ONlt i1~ 

O')",Yi1 O'Olt 'C~ O')~nni1 O'Oltn 
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Levi: Are these heavens of soda or alkaline salt? Do not you 
know of what they are? The word: who layeth the beams of 
his chambers in the waters, proves that they are of water 1). 

We find th is conception also in Christian and Muslim lite
rature. Ac~ording to the Cave of Treasures the firmament was 
called Ra~t because its nature is that of coagulated water 11). 
In the Christian translation and commentation of the Penta
teuch the thought is expressed more clearly: When it was the 
second day, God created a roof of stiffened, coagulated water, 
in the centre of the ocean a). 

This centre of heaven around which the firmament was created, 
is called the navel of heaven f). 

In the Muslim cosmogonic traditions the nether heaven is 
usually described as made of billows I). It is also said that it 
is composed of water and vapour 8); or it is called a sustained 
roof and a restrained billow'1). 50 it is either described as of 
a watery substance or· as coagulated water. We shall have 
to return to these conceptions in our second chapter. Here 
another point is to be elucidated. This ocean in heaven bears 
in its centre the throne of God; for the theory of seven heavens 
is of later date; originally the universe consisted of th ree stages : 
nether world, earth and heaven. In the centre of heaven is the 
throne of God; in later times it was placed above the seven 
heavens in the top of the universe. We have already seen 
that before the creation of the earth, the throne of God rested 
up on the primaeval water. Then it left this place and was raised 
to heaven. This must have taken place wh en God began to 
create the earth. Tradition, however, is not elaborate on this 
point. Commenting upon the words of the !>or'än: And his 
throne was on the water, it asserts that this was the state 
before the creation; and it assumes that af ter the creation the 
throne is in the centre of heaven or in the top of the universe. 

I) p •• 51: MN l'N' n"':l ~ 'N li1 ,n) ~W ",i1 C'OWi1 ", " CW:l cm'D ,'N 
li1 C'O ~ ,om "i1 ,'n,".v C'C:l mpCi1 'CN)W i10C, li1 MC lM'I' 

2) p. 4: ~'- ~;.a~"'~:1 r<~. ~ ~ ~"':1 llroo 
3) ed. de Lagarde U, 8: ~ 1I~ 0' li.ä.w ~I ~ JUlI . ~I cl Ui 

4) Tbe Navel of tbe Earth, p. 45 sqq. 
5) IhaclabJ, p •• ; lQ)amls I, 31. 

6) IhaoJabr, p ••• : ol.:>..>, 4t $., ~J' ~I ~, ~I ~ 
7) Nuwairt, p. 9: utM ~,..., J:,,# ,~ ~;I 
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I know only one tradition that describes God's aseending 
from his first throne on the water to his plaee in heaven: Kacb 
al-Al}.bar said: In the tora it is said, that God says to the 
holy rock in Jerusalem: Thou art my lower throne, from thee 
I have aseended towards heaven; towards thee will be the 
gathering of man kind and from thee ·· their spread 1). 

It has to be remembered that the holy rock in Jerusalem 
is on the pi ace of Jahwe's first throne on the water and that 
the royal throne in Jerusalem is still ealled the throne of Jahwe. 
But there is another idea whieh appears in the traditions eon
cerning the two thrones; that of the similarity between the 
different parts of the uni verse ; what later are heaven and 
earth, are before the ereation two oeeans, eaeh with a navel 
in the centre, a navel whieh is also the plaee of the divine 
throne. From that eentre outwards heaven as weil as earth 
have been made. 

The throne in heaven, aeeording to the Muslim conception, 
has always remained a eentre and a gathering-plaee of water. 
There is a popular tradition eoneerning the origin of rain saying 
that the wind and the clouds meet at the end of heaven. Then 
God drops water from beneath his throne upon the clouds 
whieh spread the rain 11). -

We have seen that the biblieal story of the ereation omitted 
to mention several things which the euriosity of later ages 
inquired about and whieh were either added or plaeed before 
the ereation. No mention is made of the elements. Another 
thing whieh was omitted, is the clouds. From aneient times 
the clouds and their ereation have been treated together with 
the oeean. It is therefore suitable to say a few words eon
eerning this point. 

Job 38, 8-11 speaks of the birth of the sea in poetic expres· 
sions; vs 9 runs: when I made the cloud the garment thereof, 
and dark clouds a swaddlingband for ' it 8). Here again is a 
fragment of a eosmogonie deseription, whieh in the Old Testa
ment remains a fragment, but whieh in other Semi tic eosmo
gonie systems may have had its plaee: Vet it is to be observed 

I) Nuwairr. p. 90,15: ~I ~ ~ Jj:! IJl 1I~,:.:l1 ~ ol JI5 ~ cr 
fML' ~, P. ~!, ... &1.ç....J1 .11 ~} ~ ~.>~I ~r ~. 

2) Tabart, TafsIr VIII, 138 sq. Cf. XXVIII, 89. 

3) m;nn ?IJ,.l7'I ,~; Plo' 'C,t':l 
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that the idea is akin to the description of Genesis I, 2: and 
darkness was upon the surface of Tehom and the Spirit of 
god brooded upon the surface of the water 1). The Spirit of 
God brooding or hovering over the ocean, is an image which 
in Semitk cosmogonies has not been dwelt upon as this might 
be expected on account of its picturesqueness. We have al ready 
seen that in a large stream of traditions the Spirit has given 
place to the throne. This has, however, not been the only 
interpretation of the verse. In some Syriac and Arabic cosmo· 
gonic pictures it has become the nucleus of a series of repre~ 
sentations closely connected with other Old Testament features. 
Here the two parts of the verse have been interpreted as two 
parallel utterances: the darkness on the surface of Tehom is 
the same as the Spirit of God hovering over the water. 

Ephraim Syrus (or Jacob of Edessa) considers the darkness 
on the waters thus: The darkness of which he [viz. Moses] 
says, that it was above Tehom, is the thick and compact vapour 
which had risen from Tehom and had been formed in the 
likeness of a dark and gloomy cloud i). This means that Ephraim, 
or his source, interpreting the story of the creation, connects it 
with Job 38. Further th is cloud seems to be conceived as the 
origin of clouds in the sky; according to Ephraim the clouds 
were created at the same time as T ehom a). According to Tabarï ') 
the seventh or ut most sea which encircles the earth is covered 
with a cloud, a reminiscence of the cosmogony and its general 
interpretation, as the seventh sea is considered as the real ocean. 

These traditions do not conneet this cloud or the clouds 
with a divine power dwelling in them. Jacob of Edessa how
ever says: the Spirit [of God, in Gen. 1,2] was like a cloud'). 
Here the two halves of the verse have become parallel. 

Now the idea of God, or the Spirit of God, dwelling in a 
cloud, is a representation that belongs to the fundamental 
thought of the Oid Testament. Jahwe as the guide of the Israe-

I) c'cn '~c ;y ncmc c'n;N m" c,nn '~c ;y ,~, 
2) opp. I, 117 A: ~o·:,,\ ~OCD~ t:" ~!t ~r<!t ~, t<:t.Ol' • 

.sJ.~!t OCD t"ê:IoOCD~~!t ~~!t ~O~O (read ~~) 
~~O ~AI'It ~ ~Q:::IQ3:I f'èbCD ~O f'èbCD 

3) opp. I, 7 D: t"ê:IoOCD~ ~ ~ '::OCD ~;:, ~CD 
4) I, 69,9. 

5) rL.iM ~~ 0';' '}' Pentatench, ed. Lagarde IJ 6, 19· 
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lites in the Red Sea and the desert, shows himself or covers 
himself in a cloud j when Jahwe descends on Sinai the moun
tain is covered by a cloud j when Jahwe comes to meet Moses 
in the tabernacle, the tent is seen under a cloud: the cloud 
is the representative of the godhead. Jahwe in heaveJl sits on 
his throne, but in the o\d poetry of the Old Testament, like 
Ps. 18, Jahwe in heaven is also conceived as riding on the 
clouds. So - as pointed out by GunkeI - Jahwe's throne in 
heaven goes back to the idea of the clouds considered as the 
dwelling pI ace of the deity. 

If we bear this in mind, the different interpretations of 
Genesis I, 2 will no longer seem incoherent utterances: the 
throne of God on the waters and the cloud in which the Spirit 
of God dwells, wiJl appear to be only different expressions for 
the idea that in the beginning the deity itself or the rül), i. e. 
divine vital power, was brooding over the waters. Even Mus
lim tradition seems to have kept a vague reminiscence of this 
idea. When Mohammed was asked where God dwelt before 
the creation of heaven and earth, he answered: in a cloud, 
above which was the air and beneath which was the air 1). 

At the close of our inquiry into the pI ace of the ocean in 
the West-Semitic cosmogonic traditions, it is necessary to turn 
our attention to a cognate subject: the deluge. The relation 
between the cosmogony and the deluge is of so close a nature 
th at one can almost be considered as a repetition of the other. 
This is not only true for the Semitic world. Professor Chan
tepie de la Saussaye has pointed out the same feature in several 
American religions i ) and every one knows that Deucalion and 
Pyrrha are the Greek Adam and Eve. This parallelism is 
especially to be applied to the function of water before the 
creation of the world and during the Bood j in other words: 
the water of the deluge is the ,return of the primaeval ocean:l). 
This is said expressly in theOld Testament: In the six hun
dredth year of Noah's life, in the second month, the seven
teen th day of the month, the same day were all the fountains 
of the great ocean broken up and the windows of heaven 

I) Tabart, TafsIr XII, 4: s.y ~ Lo., s.y ~.,,; L. &L.c ~ 
2) Studien, v, S2. 
3) Cf. W. B. Kristensen, De plaats van het zondvloedverbaal in het Gilgamei-epos 

(Vers!. en Meded. Kon. Akad. van Wetensch., se Reeks, Deel 11), p. 7. 
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were Qpened 1). In the Cave of Treasures the wild character 
of Tehom is depicted: when the door of the ark. had been shut, 
the floods of heaven were opened and the Tehom's of the earth 
burst forth and the ocean, the sea th at surrounds the whole 
domain, was poured out. And when the floods of heaven were 
opened and the T ehom' s of the earth burst forth, the store
houses of the winds were opened and the storms burst forth 
and the ocean roared and was poured out '). The element 
which was tamed at the creation has become wild again with 
the beginning of the deluge. Af ter the deluge it is pushed 
back, as af ter the creation, and Jahwe pro mises not to destroy 
the earth by the flood anymore. 

There is another picture of the deluge which makes its 
parallelism with the cosmogony complete: the sanctuary is freed 
from the floods. This is true for the land of Israel, for the 
Gerizim and for Mekka 8), according to the Jews, the 5amari
tans and the Muslims respectively. The representation of the 
sanctuary as emerging from the flood, at its centre, we have 
already met in the stories of the creation '). 50 cosmogony 
and deluge prove to be parallel in many points: they are 
originally stories of how the rule of the ocean was broken 

. by God the creator. We have already seen th at in the biblical 
story of the creator in Genesis 1 there are scarcelyany 
remains · of the ocean as a demoniac power. 50 it is in the 
biblical story of the flood j but it may be asked whether the 
parallelism between the two did not originally also encompass 
the function of Tehom as the enemy of the gods. 

I) Gen. VI, ll: Vtm c" '~l1 i'1l1~w.l ,~~ vnn~ m "m m~ n'NO n n)lt':l 
,nnD) c'ov.; n,~~, i'1:J, C'i'1n n~'110 ~~ wp~ i'lli'1 C"~ 

2) p. 94: r<; =n..z.:. r<;' 00 , ~A-:I-D:' ~;~ !I-»~r<~ t-=00 
OCD ~ c»CUa.ao'" ~o ~;~~t<' ~;"':t rè:laÖCD~O c:\uü~t<' 
tê:oÖCD~O ..,; ,...'&.~ ~ C:\UÜ~'" ~o rá!l»ot< ~ ;!'I-»:t 
';IIICDlO r<\;;\ .... ~;~o ~o; .~ot<' c:\u~~"'" c:b.;~~r< rQ.;t<'~ 

~o C»C\1.I.JIot<' 
3) Cf. the Navel of the Earth, p. IS. 
4) .Above, p. 10 sq. 



CHAPTER 11 

THE OCEAN IN COSMOGRAPHY 

In the cosmogonic stories we have observed the ocean being 
changed from an ungodly power into an instrument in the hand 
of God. In this chapter we shall have to consider it chiefly 
in relation to actual life. 

We have to ask the question : Where is this ocean loca
lized and wh at is the place it occupies in the cosmographic 
ideas of the Western Semites? The answer faUs into several 
statements; we will begin with relating what is known con
cerning the ocean 

A. UNDER THE EARTH. 

The idea already occurs in the Old Testament. In the old 
poem in Gen. 49 to the tribe of Joseph are promised the bles
sings of heaven above and those of Tehom lying beneath 1). 
It should be remarked th at 'lying' is a rendering of the verb 
Y:J", which is said of animals lying down; perhaps thère is 
here a reminiscence of Tehom represented as an animal. This 
subterranean Tehom is also mentioned in Psalm 136, 6 where it 
is said that Jahwe has extended the earth above the waters i). 

Further, in the story of the deluge, this subterranean ocean 
is a powerful element. In the biblical story of the flood this 
is clear, though it is not said plainly. The Bood is caused by 
the opening of the 'windows in heaven and of the fountains of 
the great Tehom 3). It might be doubtful what the fountains 

. of the Tehom are, if it were not that tradition had preserved 

I) Gen. 49. 2S: nnn nlC' c,nn n:::!,:::! ;YO C'O~ n~~ 
2) c'cn ;Y f'1Nn Yi"I'; 
3) Geil. 7.11. 
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very distinct ideas concerning the Bood and subterranean Tehom. 
According to these, nether Tehom is always ready to rise again 
and to be poured out over the earth. The Eben Shetïya, the 
8~, in Jerusalem serves to check it 1). So here, in Jerusalem, 
is a connection with Tehom. When David dug channels on the 
place of the sacred mountain, the Bood rose and threatened to 
submerge the earth S); these channels go down to Tehom 3); 

and the staircase which conneets two of the courts in the Temple 
is called 'the steps of Tehom' I). 

Likewise the Xdap.a. in the temple of Hierapolis was the 
channel through which the departing waters of the deluge 
Bowed back to their placet viz. subterranean Tehom. And twice 
every year water is taken from the ocean and poured out in 
the temple where it is gathered in the Xdap.a. '). 

Syriac cosmography speaks more explicitly of this subter
ranean ocean: U nder the earth is the terrible sea of many 
waters and under the water is fire 8). And in the Cave of 
Treasures a quasi-learned description is given of the relation 
between the earth and Tehom: God made in the earth beneath, 
passages and veins and channels for the passage [of water?] 
and the winds which ascend from within the earth through 
these veins and passages, hot and cold winds for the service of 
the earth. Now the earth in its inferior part is made like 
a spon ge, because it was placed upon the water '1). 

Here it is said that the earth drinks the subterranean waters. 
In other descriptions it is expressly said that the fountains are 
the places where these waters are given over to the earth. 
Ephraim Syrus, commenting upon the blessings of heaven and 

.) Targ. Jer. Ex. 28,30: N""'tl110 n:::l' NO,nn C'O NO;Y "NO cnn M:::l' M'nTV l:::lN 
2) Suklta S3a : NO;31 'Ot:ltl10; nY:::l' NO,nn NOp pn'w ", m:::ltl1 nYtl1:::l pn,' ., 'CN 
3) Suklta 4~: c,nn 'Y p",', p;;,n7j l'n'W 'O'N '0" ,~, 
4) Cf. tbe titles of Psalms CXX-CXXXIV io tbe Targum : l"P'OO ;Y "V::)NnN, N"tl1 

NO,nn,. Cf. tbe Navel of tbe Eartb, p. 27. 
5) Luciao, De dea Syria. 

6) Journal of tbe Royal Asiatic Society, 1917, p. 253: t<'.:::ala ~;"" t-~ 
"";cu ~ t- ~~O ~ ~:. ~:. OCD ~"" 

7) en'oe of Treasores, p. 6: ~~ ~ ~;"" ~ ""co.l"" ~O 
~ ~ ~:. t<uoUO r<~;.,,~ ~;O ra..ü..O ~~ 
~'--'-aO ~;=u ~~O ra...;.s. ~a2:I ~ ~;"" 
""~Q:::III:' "'\''''' ~~ ~ ~;"" ~:. ,CD ~;r<:. ~ck1 

~OCD ~ ~ ~:. ~ ""~ ~:. ~~"":. 
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of Tehom which are promised to the tri be of Joseph in Genesis 
49,25, says: The blessing of the sky is that of rain and dew; 
the blessing of Tehom is that of rivers and springs which pro
vide the earth with water in Joseph's inheritance 1). So the earth 
has a constant connection with subterranean Tehom through 
springs and rivers ; up to the present day the inhabitants of 
Palestine believe that these waters co me from the nether world 
and are the dwelling places of supernatural beings '). 

We now turn to Arabic literature, where subterranean Tehom 
does not occupy a large place. Still we find utterances which 
are connected with those mentioned above. Söme of them take 
the form of learned theories, but others clearly show their 
dependency upon popular tradition. 

Thus we find in MascüdI the conception of sourees and rivers 
as springing from the subterranean Tehom: People differ con
ce ming the origin of rivers and sourees. Some of them think 
that the extraction of all of them is one, viz. the great 
sea, that this sea has sweet water and so is different from the 
ocean l ). 

In quasi-Iearned tradition subterranean Tehom is considered 
in connection with the form of the earth. The earth conceived 
as a mountain by old popular tradition has been replaced by 
the earth as a sphere. This sphere is floating on the ocean, 
so that only its superior half is above th~ water. The earth 
immerged in the ocean is also compared with a cauldron of 
which the convex si de is turned upwards f). While the old com
parison with an egg is still found also i). 

Thus it appears that the idea of there being a sea of sweet 
water under our earth, the ancient Tehom, which is the source 
of springs and rivers, is common to the Western Semites. Per
haps people have asked where these watets came from. J~b 

I) Opp. I, luE: f'IêIaocac\\~ ~4'o ,ca ~y~ ~~ ~M;Ct.::I 

cac\\oc\\;' ~ t:n ....... :w ~~O ,ca ~;cm~ 
2) Canaan, Volksmedizin im Lande der Billel, p. 9. 

3) I, 203:,!1 Ä.À.I~ ~ \;"~ o-dl cr· ~1~ )4J11 ~ woWl ~I 

~I r:-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O~ ~11 ~I ~ ~~ Lfis' \;~ Ol 

4) ~WlDI I, 143: cr ~)LJl )-.uJ~ Br'J1 cr ~;; ~}I J..';:ó ol ,!,-.e) 
5) ~wlnl I, 144- ~ ~UI 

VerhaDd. Kon. Abel. v. Weteuch. Nieuwe Reeks DI. XIX N° .•• 
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38, 16 mentions the fountains of the sea 1) in parallelism wiih 
the bottom of Tehom and also Proverbs 8, 28 speaks of the 
fountains of Tehom I) as being fixed by God. But, as far as 
I know, this point is not treated eIaborately. 

Later tradition, moreover, has not been silent on the sub
ject. According to Midrash Tanl}.uma the worId rests on the 
wind a). We find this conception also in Muslim tradition, but 
in a rather complicated form. Nuwairï has it in the lengthieth 
form: It is said that the earth rests on water, the water on 
a rock, the rock on the back of a bull, the bull on a ~, 
the ~ on the back of a fish, the fish on water, the water 
on the wind, the wiqd on the veil of darkness, the darkness 
on humid earth, and with the humid earth the knowledge ol 
the creatures reaches its end '). 

Such enumerations are found in many Arabic works, not 
always in the same sequence 6). What interests us is that in 
all these enumerations the fish and the bull are mentioned. 

Usually for the fish the Arabic term ~ is used, but Tabarï 
I, 48 has instead of this word n~ j the foreign origin of the 
tradition is being still recognizable in its Arabic form, as o~ 
is not the usual word for a fish in Arabic, but ' in Aramaic. 
Thus we find here again reminiscences of the usual represen
tation of Tehom: Leviathan. I have already quoted Tha'abi's 
tradition according to which God created the nün, whose name 
is Leviathan, whose kunya is Balahut, whose la~ab Behemoth '). 
We know Behemoth in the Old Testament only from the last 
chapters of the Book of Job, where it is thought to represent 
the hippopotamos. Gunkei in his Schöpfung und Chaos has 
conjectured that it is a mythic animal. His surmise, as it seems 
to me, is proved to be true by the traditions quoted above. 
Behemoth, a word of which the formation is not obvious (if it 
is rightly punctuated in the Masoretic Bibie) points in the first 

I) c' ';:)::U 
2) C\"1n n~'y 
3) p. 17: m,., ~y ?"N ,o,y C7I.vil iIO ;y C~'PN; C')N"'N ;N'~ 
4) p. S4: J~ ru.... J..z: II~!, IIr- L~ JOU!, &l.. ~ ~ 4i' Jli:a" 

t"'}~ t"'}' J..z: JOU!, JOU' J..z: \::IA ~ ~ J..z: ~!, ~ ~ Jfl!, 
d5~' ~ ~, ~, ~!, ,-,fl' ~ lWl!aJ!, ~ ~ ~ 

5) Tabar!, Annales I, 48 sq.; Tafslr I, 149; XXIX, 8 sq.; Ibn al-Athlr, Klmil, I, IS; 
Iha(labl, p. 4; Uns djalll J, 11, :uz. 

6) p. 4. 
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place to MOM~ which means cattle and of which, in .Palestine, 
the bull is the chief representant. We find the bull in a series 
of traditions as one of the bearers of the earth or of the world. 
In Tha1abI it is said that its horns appear above the horizon 1). 
In other traditions the earth is placed upon the Leviathan: 
Leviathan and the bull Behemoth are so closely connected that 
Thaclabï can maintain that ebb and flood are caused by the 
bóll's respiration I). Probably these Muslim traditions go back 
to Jewish lore, showing that the latter probably knew of 
Behemoth as the bull which bears the earth. We saw that 
Leviathan is the representation of Tehom; in the same way 
Behemoth seems to be the representation of the earth. The 
earth is also in other religions represented as a bull a). 

In the second place, in Semitic cosmography the Ocean 
is placed 

B. ABOVE THE EARTH. 

This idea is already familiar to us af ter our research con· 
cerning the cosmogony of the heavens, especially in connec
tion with the divine throne in heaven which, like that existing 
before the creation, is placed upon the waters in heaven. 

There is, however, still something to be said on this subject. 
In Jewish tradition the waters in heaven are expressly called 
upper Tehom '). And from this Tehom the earth gets its 
sustenance : The ocean is above the whole earth and the 
whole earth drinks its waters I). This tradition is in a more 
complete form in the Midrash ~ohelet: 'The brooks go towards 
the sea'. Wherefrom does the earth drink? . . . . it drinks from 
the waters of the ocean, as Scripture says: And there went up 
a mist from the earth and watered. Rabbi Josua says: It drinks 
from the upper waters, as Scripture says: and drinketh water 
from the rain of heaven; and the clouds grow strong from the 
earth unto heaven and receive the water as it were from the 
mouth of a waterskin, as scripture says: they pour down rain 

I) p. 4: lfD;'lJ1 )l1ï1 0- ~)l> )fll ~ o~ 
2) p. 4. 
3) Cf. w. B. Kristenaen in Verslagen en Meded. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch. (IVe reeks, 

deel XII, p. 83). 
4) Midraah Tan~uma, p. 229 apeaks of ~nnn C\-,n and l'I';yn c,nn 
5) Ber. Rabba, par. v: ';'0 C;'I37i1 ;~, ,,,~ C;w., ;~C ~ CU'i''IN ,~ ,~, ~, 

C'n'Tt1 cn ''0'0 
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according to the vapour therof; which the clouds do drop ~nd 
distil upon man abundantly; no drop touches the other 1). 

This upper Tehom appears to be the basin in which the 
rain is gathered before it is poured into the clouds which 
spread it over the earth. This theory seems to have been fa
miHar in the Semitic East; in a modified form it is also given 
by TabarI: God sends the wind which brings the clouds from 
bètween hea ven and earth, from the border of the sky and 
the earth where both meet ..... then the clouds spread over 
the sky as they like; then He opens the gates of heaven and 
pours water on the clouds and later on they give rain '). 

In the J>:or'än there are several passages which seem to sup
pose a heavenly ocean. Süra 55, 19 sq .. : He [AUäh] has set 
free the two oceans so that they meet; between them is an 
isthmus which they do not transgressi). In Süra '25, 55 itis 
said that one of these seas is' sweet, the other salt '); and Süra 
27,62 also speaks of two seas which are separated one from 
another. And TabarI says: There is a sea in heaven and 
there is a sea on the earth i). Muslim cosmography is bound 
up with the views of the J>:or'än; so it recognizes seven earths 
and seven heavens. Even: here the old congruity between the 
parts of the universe is carried on: between every two earths 
there is a sea 8). 

It is weU known that in the Babylonian cosmogony one half 
of Tiamat is placed in heaven and that the biblical cosmogony 
has a reminiscence of th is mythological idea in the verse which 

1) fol. 7 r<' 17 sqq.: ~n' "" N', nn'~ Y1Nn p'no, o'n ;N o':::);,n O';I'1)n ;:::) 
......... ... " npv.n Y1"n lO n;37' '"' ::l'n:::), nn,~ CU'P'" '00 iO'N iTY';" , 

o'c nn~n O'O~ ,~o; ::l'n::J' nn,~ "'n O'.:"';37n 0'00 iO'" ~i' '::l" 
'''N; 0'0 'pl' ::l'n:::), ,,~n "1)0:::) 1m" l';::lPO' o'O~ ,y Y"INn lO 1'i::llno O'~yn, 

nm::ln::l ny)~ jjD~ 1'"' m::l:::):::) nn," 1'i~ 
2) VUl, 138: ~~I uf' Cf::liJlJl ~ 01 '":J~ JL:.:J f':!fl J-;:! ~I 0' 

'":J~I ~ ~ ~Uo.:! ~ ~L...r.J1 j ~ ..... o~ ~ V"}'!, 

.vJJ ~ '":Jl:s\.-JI ~ r3 '":J1..:s\-.l1 Je 411 ~ ~I 
) .~ ~ ,. I .• : .• ~ ,<1.~jl 

3 0 .. ·.. 0)f. ~ 0 .... ~r-;- ~j4 
o I • 0" 0 9-

4) ~I t..J... w" ~~ ~ ~ 
5) XXVII, p. 27: V"}'I j;S.., ~~I j j$. Jl; 

0_ 

6) Tabarf, Annales I, 38: j$. 1:J;:iC) JS ~ 
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re1ates that God made a separation between the waters above 
the firmament and those beneath it. 

We have already noted the close similarity between Semitic 
(and other) cosmogonies and the story of the deluge. The 
deluge really is the vanquished, but not destroyed, Tehom 
which reappears. In the biblical story the waters are poured 
out by the fountains of the great Tehom and by the windows 
of heaven. Now we have seen that Tehom is thought to be 
under the earth as well as in heaven, so it be co mes probable 
that, when in the story of the deluge these two sorts of water 
are mentioned, they are simply meant as the outbursts of lower 
and upper Tehom. 

In the third place we have to consider the ocean as lying 

C. ROUND THE EARTH. 

We do not find this idea everywhere in Semitic literatures 
with the same cleamess. It is probable, however, that nearly 
all Semitic peoples· were acquainted with it. The primitive eye 
starts from what it observes: the seashore presents the unli
mited sight of the ocean; this means that the ends of the 
earth are surrounded by the ocean. 

In Hebrew th ere is a term which probably indicates this idea: 
the term f'N "OeN 'the ends of the earth'. It has already 
been observed by others that the Hebrew OeN is to be compared 
with the Babylonian apsu, ocean. This comparilon which con
siders oeN as a loanword from the Babylonian, is made more 
convincing by the fact that the Semitic languages do not know 
a root OeN; all occurring forms seen to be derived from the 
noun OeN. 

If this derivation of OtlN is right, its original meaning ocean 
would have been replaced ~y th at of end (of the earth) be
cause these ideas were nearly identical for the Hebrew minde 
A trace of the original meaning of ,the word is still to be 
detected in Hebrew poetry, which, by its parallelism, is of ten 
valuable for the study of the exact significanee of words. In 
Zecharjah, 9, 10 the reign of the eschatological king is described 
thus: and his dominion shall be from sea even to sea, and from 
the river even to the ends of the earth 1). The dominion of 
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the Messiah will be over the whole O( the earth; this Israelitic 
idea is expressed here in the words: from sea to sea, which 
means th at the earth is compassed by seas. This expression 
is not peculiar to Zecharjah j it -also occurs in Psalm 72 : 8 : 
He shall have dominion also from sea to sea, and from the 
river unto the ends of the earth. So we observe that in a 
common Hebrew expression the words from the river to the 
ends of the earth are used in parallelism with 'from sea to 
sea'; the ends of the earth and the ocean are synonymsj this 
may serve as an explanation of how apsu-ocean has become 
eCN, end. 

We are also able to trace this idea of theearth as being 
encompassed at least by two seas, in the eschatological parts 
of the Old Testament further on. In Joel 2, 20 Jahwe is said 
to banish the one from the N ortb, in the last days, into a 
thirsty and harren land, his face towards the East sea, his 
hinder part towards the Western sea, and his stink shall come 
up, and his ill savour shall come up 1). This refers to the arch
fiend who is destroyed j sometimes he is called Leviathan, as 
in popular traditions, here he bears the epithet of the one 
from the North, in later times he is the pseudo-Messiah. Now 
this archfiend is the counterpart of the eschatological king, 
who is also represented hy different types: sometimes he is 
Jahwe himself, sometimes the Messiah hen David, sometimes 
the Messiah hen Joseph. As the Messiah will rule from sea to sea, 
so his counterpart will he slain and stretched down from sea 
to sea. This passage in Joel defines these seas as the Eastern 
one and the Western one. These seas must represent the ends 
of the earth, viz. the ocean. So Gressmann was right when 
he denied the idendity of the Eastern sea with the Dead sea '); 
it is the great Ocean concerning the East of which the Israe
lites must have possessed vague ideas, but which formed a 
part of their cosmography. 

In order to test this statement we have further to inquire 
into Hehrew cosmography. Till now we have found that 'from 
sea to sea', or 'from the stream unto the ends of the earth' 
means that the ends of the earth are the place where the 

I) ')c1pi1 C'i1 ;N ")El nN i1CCWI i1'Y y-tN ;N ,'nM1i1l c:J';YC i"mN '),ElYil nN' 
'!n)ny ;.vn, lWN:::l i1;.v, 1"nNi1 C'i1 ;N ,ElC, 

2) Eschatologie, p. 187; cf. p. 93 where tbe apocalyptic cbaracter of Joel is maintained. 
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ocean begins. Now, what was the form of the earth according 
to the Israelites? It is only some references in the Old Testa
ment which can be used as evidence. Jesajah 40, 22 mentions 
the circ1e of the earth 1); Job 22, 14 the circ1e of heaven "), 
Proverbs 8, 27 and Job 26, IQ the circ1e on the surf ace of 
Tehom 3). The congruity of the parts of the universe is again 
proved by these expressions. It is however not c1ear whether 
heaven and earth are considered as layers, or as mountains, 
hemispheres or the like. At any rate: the earth is round; its 
'ends' are enc10sed by the sea; in other words: the earth is 
encirc1ed by the ocean, Tehom. 

This result is not surprising; it is a weU known type of 
Semitic cosmography. We find it also in later literature: the 
. ocean surrounds the whole world as the abacus surrounds a 
large pillar. And the world in placed in its circular form on 
the fins of Leviathan '). 

Syriac cosmography has shared the OplnlOn that the earth 
is surrounded by the ocean. There are, however, some remar
kable details in the different descriptions. 

It is weU known that the romance of Alexander has been 
translated at a rather early date into Syriac and that Syriac 
literature possesses two other descriptions of Alexander's life 
and exploits, viz. the poem by Jacob of Sarug, and the 'Legend 
of Alexander'. These two descriptions contain a great many 
features which do not go back to pseudo-Callisthenes, but are 
the remains of mythical and legendary tales that were current 
in the Semi tic East. According to the poem ascribed to Jacob 
of Sarug Alexander aims at reaching the ends of the earth 
and the oceans and above 'all, the land of darkness ') in which 
the fountain of life is found 8); but this country is behind ter
rible seas that surround the world 7); the utmost of these seas 

I) Y'1Nn J,n 
2) o'c~ J,n 
3) o,.-,n 'JEl ;37 J,n 
4) Je1linek, Bet ha-Midrasch 1,63: ''1C37 ,~ nEl::l 1'0::l 0"3711 ':J nN :cc "'Jn 0" tn", ','ElJC '37 '1i"C o;,yn ,::l, ",J 
5) vs. 39 sq.: 'Ï-a~a ~ ba ~cu»a ~ "',-»'" .IIa.At«\ 

~äza. ~ "',-»t«\ l~"'!t b t:'" 
6) vs. 166: ~!t ~ cr= ~f"IC"!t ~ 

7) vs. SI sq.: c<,'-..\,\ ~~!t ...dW.!t ~ 
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is the stinking ocean, full of terror 1). - According to the 
Legend of Alexander the earth is surrounded byeleven bright 
seas ; then there is a dry circle of lomiles breadth; behind 
it is the stinking ocean I). 

This complicated cosmographic theory does not occur else
where in 5yriac literature, as far as I am aware; Hunnius has 
already pointed out that it goes back to Babylonian mytho
logy S). In other litterary works of the 5yrians the world is 
simply surrounded by the ocean '). 

In Arabic literature the idea of several seas surrounding 
the earth is not unknown. There ho wever, the number is not 
eleven, but seven. This number is, wrongly, based upon a verse 
of thè ~or'än. 5üra 3 I, 26 : If all the trees on the earth were 
pens and the sea were provided with ink by seven seas behind 
it, the words of God would not be exhausted i). The text does 
not say: by the seven seas, but-: by seven seas. They are as 
hypothetic as the rest of the conditions. And some of the Muslim 
geographers have discrimin~tely said this '). Others do not 
discuss the verse of the ~or'än, but speak of the ocean only. 
50 we need not pay too much attention to the seven seas. They 
chiefly appear in traditions on the authority of Kacb al-A1}.bär 
and Wahb b. MunabbIh 7). Sometimes they are represented as 
concentric ; a complete description is given in the cAdjä'ib al
Malaküt 8). Behind the mountain ~äf is a sea, called Pontos ; 
behind it is a sea called the dark one; behind it is an other 
sea called the deaf one; behind it is an other sea called the 

2) ed. Budge, p. 256. 
3) C. Hunuius, Das Syrische Alexanderlied, p. IS, note. 

4) ~ ~, Lagarde 11, 10. And : ~ ;3-»:1 om t'ê:::L. .0' ft not< 

~;t<, Cosmological Tract,p. 25. 

5) o..W l.o ,,$.î ~ ~ cA ~. jS4l1} r~1 8;# cr liD)1 ~ l.o cl .,J 
alJl oW{ 

6) MulFaddasf, p. 16 • . 

7) ~Wlnl I, 104; TabarJ, Annales J, 69; Uns J, 11 . 

S) (ol. 6b, 7a : ,.::~, cr} [read ~] ~ &...fIor1 ~$. Ü ~ ~~, (n) 

dW1 """I ;>1 r ~)' cr' r"""'':il """I ;>1 ~ ,j), cr' ~ "'-fINI r 
~I )~I ;>1 ~ jS4l1 ~, ~4J1 """I ;>1 ~ ~)' 0" 
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immoveable one; behind it is an other sea, called the weeping 
one; this is the last of the seven seas. 

Traditions like this have not much to do with mythologie 
folklore or Arabic science: they are the product of second-hand 
imagination. It is only Pontos and the dark ocean that regu
larly appear in Arabic cosmography. 

As has been said the Arabs generally speak of one ocean 
only. And like other Semitic and non-Semitic peoples they 
represen.t it as going round the earth: The whole of the earth 
is round and the ocean surrounds it like, acollar 1). Other 
authors compare the circle of the ocean around the earth with 
a wreath '), a ring 8), or with the haloaround the moon '). 
The commonest image of the ocean · however, is that of a 
serpent 11). Arabic tradition here continues Jewish mythology, 
which has lost its vigour and survives chiefly in comparisons. 
Still, we have found also Arabic traditions conceming Leviathan. 
Now Leviathan, like the· ocean, has finally become a humbIe 
servant of the Semitic god. According, to Kisä'I around the 
earth there is a serpent su~ounding the whole of this [viz. the 
earth with all what is round about itJ and praising God till 
the day of resurrection 8). - The image is already in Pseudo
Callisthenes. Alexander ftying through the air on the back of 
the eagles, sees a field surroJJnded by a serpent; this is ex
plained as the world surrounded by the ocean "). 

According to Arabic geographers this ocean is the only 
real sea on the earth; it is the basin that provides all other 
seas with water, their ~ as they sayS). They know, how
ever, that the Caspian sea has no connection 'with the ocean; 
and conceming the Pontos the same view is sometimes ex
pressed '). 

I) BG I, 8; ~ ~ ~ ~I ~" ij~ 41f l1D)'ll!, 
2) ~', Abu Zaid IV, 54. 

3) Mupddasl, p. 16: lY.l.f.j 'll:, lY.1.è Al u~ 'll ~ )l..ly ~ Jli:! W' "j'll 

4) Y~Ut 1,50 4: rJilY i\J4l' ;:bbIS ~ ~ ~ ~~ 
5) Cf. The Navel of the Earth, p. 64. 
6) CA.:Illr'ib foL 1 b: MWiJI 'I ,Ut:; allI" .1 It ~ ~ x...> .:.I~. ~-, 5 .. &-0 0 ~~<'::""'"'' ~ 
7) Pseudo-Callisthenes, Chapter 41: 6 ,~ ~IC .; '.AII.,..,." .; xuxAofi.,." 'Ii~ ')'II~. See a1so 

Reitzenstein, Poimandres, p. 3" 
8) B. G. VIII, 68. 
9) Nuwairl, p. 61 maintains that there are tbree seas: tbe ocean, tbe Caspian sea 

0)1 j$.) and the ~L. j$., wbicb scarcely can be other tban ~. 
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The idea of the ocean as the mother of all other seas is 
of importance for the cosmography of the Arabs, for, as they 
say themselves, all seas are really only gulfs of the ocean 1), 
and the maps of the world as theyare found in :I>:azwinI 9

), Ibn 
al-Wardi 3), and Abu 'I·Fidä' '), give a good impression of this 
conception. No doubt the idea is not especially Arabic but like 
many other notions concerning the ocean, it is the common 
property of the Western Semites. It may be imagined, that 
it has been of the highest importance for those Semitic peoples 
who had a sea·cost and a frequent intercourse with the sea. 
For the Israelites the Mediterranean must have represented 
Tehom with all its beneficial and pernicious properties. - The 
Arabs, as having a geog~aphical literature, have left very full 
dates concerning their conception of the ocean. They generally 
call it by the Greek term U"'."J~I, or ~I ~I 'the surroun
cing ocean', which latter name is already a description. They 
furher make a distinction between the Western and the Eastern 
sea, viz. the Mediterranean and the 'Chinese sea', but they 
know that both are only vast gulfs of the ocean I). The Eastern 
sea is sometimes called the pitch sea S). 

Some authors apply the term ocean ~~-,I especially to the 
Western sea?) j this is possibly due to the Greek origin of 
the term. 

The fact, that the Mediterranean is considered as the ocean 
or a gulf of it, appears also from their common name: the 
Green sea 8). 

Finally we have to point to a cosmographic peculiarity in 
connection with the oceans that, as in many other cases, will 
prove to be mingled with ancient religion. I refer to a series 
of traditions all of which speak of an image, a town, a tower, 
a castle or a mountain in the far West or the far East. The 
similarity here with the columns of Hercules denoting the 

I) B. G. 1,6; 68; 11, IJ. 

2) I, 105. 
3) I a, p. 6. 
4) Reinaud, traduction I, p. LXXII. 

5) Ma~id I, 129: ~rl OI~1 ~ J-:4. ~.,,::-- ..IS' ~ 1,jD.)~ ~ r 
O~ ~ l...f; ~;*J" 

6) ~}I ~I, Dimaahlf.l, p. 17; Abu 'l.lidl', p. 21. 

7) Dima&hlsI, p. 127; Abu 'l.lida', p. 12. 

8) F"lI1 ~I, B.G. VI, 92, note a; p. 230, 264; VII, 85; VllI, 68; JalsUt I, 504. 
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entrance to the ocean and also to the Mediterranean will strike 
every reader. Arabic literature is acquainted indeed with this 
name and the traditions connected with it. It is however to 
be remarked that, as far as I know, the columns of Hercules 
never denote the mountains of Abyle and Calpe, which, accord
ing to Greek tradition, were rent asunder by the demi-god. 

What Arabic tradition teUs concerning Hercules, may follow 
here. According to MasciidI on the territory which separates 
the Mediterranean from the Ocean there is a tower (} .... ) of 
brass and stones, built by the giant and ldng Heracles. In this 
tower is an inscription and images which beckon . with their 
hands [as if they would say]: there is no way behind me, nor 
a trodden path for any one who will enter this sea from the 
Mediterranean . . .. for this is the sea of darkness, the Green 
sea, the surrounding one. Others say, ho wever, that the tower 
is not on the isthmus but on some of the islands in the sur
rounding ocean 1). 

A tradition to this effect is in deed to be found in Arabic 
literature in this form, that Hercules had built brazen images 
on some of the islands in the ocean '). 

With reference to MasciidI's tradition, it should be remarked, 
that here the distinct reminiscence of Greek mythology has 
been augmented with the feature, that the tower or the images 
have been erected to indicate the utmost limit of the human 
and animal territory: here is the entrance to the ocean and 
the ocean is shut off for man. Further the name of Heracles 
does not occur in the traditions on this subject we shall have 
to review. 

According to IdrïsI S) in the Western ocean, on the isles of 
Masfahän and U"'..,..s, there is a red image, denoting that there 
is no way behind. Sometimes the sea in the neighbourhood of 
these islands is called the sea of the brazen images '). 

I) Mas(ndl I, 257: ~, ~;I ~ ~I o:'~1 ~ ~ 1:!l~1 ~ ~ 
\ ·~I ~~I 1 •. 1- Wl \:!WI Ui~ l;L;., .::11 ij LsJl. Ls\ll Ull . -3WI 

!J'e' ~. ~ .J . . IJ""T • """ :;. ~ U'" ) V·- •• 

~ ~I t!UJ ~I cr.:b1~1 ~ I:!U-o 'll,. L$~' ~;k ~I ~ ~ 
I~ ~ ~ .JUlI ol ~"' ~r, F'llr, oL.1.W1 ~ ,~, ••••• ~;I ~ 

~I u--J~I ;rr.- ~ ;Ir.- ~ ~ üI5)1 
2) B. G. VIII, 69: 
3) p. 28. 
4) Mas(ndl I, 184. 
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In other traditions the name of Heracles has been replaced 
by that of persons more familiar ItO the Arabs. Ibn al· WardI 
mentions three statues, a green, a red and a white one, which 
warn the sailors not to proceed farther; they have been erected 
by the Yemenite king Abraha 'of the tower' ()-~_..JI ,J) 1). 
According to laban the TubbaC Yasir AnCam undertakes an 
expedition to the far West. He reaches the sand-river, and 
sends a troop farther Westward; they do not return however. 
Then he erects a brazen sta tue at the side of the wädI, with 
the inscription : This statue is that of Ancam the ijimyarite; 
there is no way beyond it; let nobody undertake it, for he 
would perish '). 

Thes~ traditions, which connect South-Arabian princes with 
the entrance to the ocean, are also brought into relation with 
Alexander; Alexander in Muslim tradition has taken the pI ace 
of HerakIes, he has separated Europe from Africa by digging 
the strait of Gibraltar 3). He is the hero who has visited the 
far West and he is entitled to mark the entrance to the ocean 
by a distinctive sign. Thus, according to the Ethiopian edition 
of the Romance of Alexander, he has built a tower in the ocean 
and placed upon it his own statue with a key in its hand and 
with an inscription saying that he has shut off the sea '). 

It should further be remarked · that in the last two traditions 
brazen images are spoken of. There is a series of reports which 
refer to brazen images. According to IdrIsi on each of the two 
Islands of the Happy there is an image of stones, a hundred 
cubits in hight, up on each image is a brazen statue '). 

There is a different series of traditions which do not speak 
of a brazen sta tue in the far West, but of a brazen town. 
MascüdI has a remarkable report on it: Between the nearer 
Süs and the farther Süs lies a distance of twenty days travel 
fiUed with cultivated places which reach to the sand river and 
the black castle. Then there follow deserts of sand in which is 
found the town known as the brazen town and the lead cupola's j 
it was reached by Müsä b. NU!1air in the caliphate of cAbd 
al-Malik b. Marwän 8). 

I) 1, b, 2.13. 
2) Tabarl, Aooales 1, 684. 
3) IdrlSl, p. 166; Di~r, p. 136. 
4) p. 128. 
5) p. 2. 

6) 1 369: ~ (11 ~ lüWl (11 ~~I l)",,-JI cP.:b J..>~I l)",.wJ1 ~ 
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This brazen town occurs also in the Romance of Alexander 
and the king is called its founder 1). This is again a sign of 
the connection between the traditions concerning the brazen 
image and those concerning the brazen town. 

The brazen town and Müsä b. NUl?air's report are treated 
at length in Arabic literature. Ibn al-Falph '1) reproduces Müsä's 
letter to the caliph. He describes how he reached with his 
troops a town in 5pain, of which the shining pinnacles had appea
red to them already at a five days' di!?tance. When they saW 
the town before them, it inspired them with ... a mighty horror. 
Wh en inspected closely it appeared to be a town without 
gates. 50 with the aid of ladders a man climbed the waU but 
when he was at the top he burst out laughing, descended 
into the town and, wh en called by Müsä, no sound of him was 
heard; he never appeared again. 50 three 'men disappeared; 
then Müsä inspected the walls again and found an inscription 
in verses asserting that man never will reach inmortality. If 
any one, it would have been Solomon who has built this city 
with the aid of the gjinn's. Then Müsä met with a man of 
the gjinn's who told him that a man used to visit the place 
and to perform the l?alät on the edge of the pond there; and 
that he took this man for al.Kha4ir. Then Müsä ordered divers 
to dive into the pond; they found in it apart from many brazen 
objects, brazen men who at once flew away saying: I never 
return. These are, according to ZuhrI, the gjinn's which 5010-
mon has emprisoned there. 

In the Arabian-Nights we have a story of the brazen town 
that also tells Müsä's adventure, part]y in accordancè with Ibn 
al-Falph, but to a long extent independently from him. 

Here the brazen town is entered by Mü'sä and his compa
nious who find it to be the city of the dead: the men are in 
the markets, the merchants in their shops, but all are dead, 
among their innumerable treasures. When Tälib ibn 5ahl tries 
to take with him some of the treasures he is killed in a myste-

I:IU> ~ rS .,).,....~I ~) J..4)1 ~~ ~ ~ ol ~I ;:k;.:.. r4.r t..H 
~ .::11 L.,oll I .l.:_ '~'I ,-"'.L "II.r.... •• 11 ' · · · .tll •. ,;. .::11 \ ... 11 .IL 

) ~ IJ" r "'="~ U"~ ~ -:Ir- ~ ~ ~- IJ""j J'1oIIÇ. 

o~f' cr. ~I ~ ~I ~ ~ cr. tS*.Y'~1 
I) J~l1t IV, 455. But Solomon is also ca1led the fOl1nder; cf. Friedllnder, Die Chadbir

legende I1nd der Aleunderroman, p. 185. 
2) B. G. V, 88 sqq. .. 
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rious way. Then Müsa and his troops travel along the coast 
till they reach a high mountain where a people dwells which 
claims to be the posterity of Cham the son of Noah. They teIl 
Müsa a story concerning al-Kha4ir who preached to them the 
Mubammedan confession, of which they have. accepted the 
belief in God. - Then folIows the story of the divers 1). 

These traditions, which are connected with legends about 
Alexander i), speak of a brazen image and a brazen town as 
the signs of the limit of the West. The town is provided with 
cupola's and shining pinnacles; it is a place fulI of all sorts 
of precious things, but it is a place of death. We have here 
a mythic town as the sign of the end of the world and of the ' 
entrance tQ the ocean.We possess different traditions on the . 
same subject. In some reports this town is identified with Cadix; 
e. g. in a tradition communicated by Dimashlp: The island of 
Cadix is a town provided with walIs, surrounded by the ocean. 
Cadix is the name of an image which is said to be a talisman 
which stops or prevents the ships from passing out of the Bri
tannic sea into the Mediterranean. It was of guilded copper 
in order to prevent its becoming rusted by the salt water of 
the sea; it is placed upon circular rocks.. . The hand of this 
ima:ge points in the direction of the ocean S). - Here image 
and town have been united, a proof of the fact that both have 
the same meaning. 

It is to be observed, that both town and statue are already 
combined in the Syriac version of the Romance of Alexander; 
where all this is in the ut most East. Alexander reaches a moun- . 
tain of sapphire near a river Barsäps. Here a divine voice 
warns him not to proceed. He builds a town near the moun
tain and upon the mountain he places a brazen statue '). -
Here we have three signs of the end of the eartb: a mountain, 

I) S72ad Night. 
2) The story with the people near the mountain is in the Arab{c Romance of Alexander, 

cf. FriedläDder, Chadhir-Iegende, p. 140 sq. 

3) p. 243: ~I ~ ~I jS4J1 4-l ~ 11),.-' ~ CJ-'IS 1I.r:'~ 

I"'tl r .11 ~lbj r 0-~ ~} ~I}I B ~ ,uI Jl..ii..:! ~ 

~ Y~~!J ~I lt:>.,M 0-~ "ll .§> ~ ~ ~ cA O'ó!J 

~I ~I Xf:?- .11 ~ ~I ~ ~!J •••• II);I.M )~. Idrfsl, p. 2 

also says that one of the images is at Cadix. 
4) p. 193 sq. 
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an image and a town; we shall discuss the mountain later on. 
But we have first tb arrange a series of traditions which speak 
of a tQwn, or, as is usually the' case, of two towns, one in the 

. utmost West, the other in the utmost East. 
In the Arabic stories of Alexander it is said that the king 

reaches in the ut most East a tówn Djäbal~ä; there he takes 
provisions for his journey into the land of darkness. So the 
town is the sign of the end of the earth 1). That the paral
lelism between this town and the brazen town, which I have 
indicated, is not arbitrary, may be seen from the fact that in 
the Arabian Nights the episode with the wild people near the 
mountain is told in connection with the brazen town, here in 
connection with Djäbal~. 

It is further to be observed that according to a different 
Arabic version of the story of Alexander, the king reaches in 
the utmost West 'in the place where the sun sets' the town 
of Djäbar~ i). - It is easily seen that of these names one is 
only a differentiation of the other; their character is so uniform 
that the Oriental sources confuse the names: sometimes one 
is in the West, sometimes it is in the East. They are con'si
dered as the dwelling places of the remains of vanished peo
pIes; sometimes it is the 'children of Moses' who have taken 
refuge there in the time of Saul or Nebukadnezar. Theyare 
innumerable and no Jew can safely visit them; for if a Jew 
comes lo them they presume him to do so on account of his 
deviating from the Jewish tradition ; then they kill him 3). 

It is however also said that in one town the remnants of 
cAd, in the others the descendants of Thamud dwell '). 

TabarI describes the towns as follows: Either of them has 
ten thousand gates, between ,every two gates is the. distance of a 
parasang, every gate is attended by ten thousand angels which 
are replaced every day by ten thousand others without ever 
returning. Mohammed said:, If the inhabitants of these towns 
were not so numerous and clamorous, mankind would hear the 
falling of the sun when it se~; four peoples dwell behind these 
towns:Näsik and MunsIk, Häwïl and ~äwIl; before them are 
the dwelling pI aces of Gag and Magog. In the night of ascen-

I) Friedlllnder, Chadhirlegende, p. 140. 
2) Friedllnder, o. Co, p. 138. 
3) Y~Ut, M gC4jam 11" 2. 

4) Tabarf I, 67; YI~Ut U, 2. 
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sion Gabriel conducted me towards these peoples. When I 
invited Gog and Magog to [serve] Allah they declined; so they 
are in Heli with the rebellious sons of Adamand IblIs. Then 
Gabriel took me towards the two towns; they responded to 
my exhortation to [serve] Allah. So they are our brothers; 
whosoever of them doos well, will be with those of you who 
do weil; and whosoever of them does evil, will be with those 
of you who do evil. Then Gabriel took me towards the four 
peoples; wh en I invited them to [serve] Allah, they declined, 
and 4eclared me to be a Har and were· incredulous. -50 they 
are with Gog and Magog in Hell l ). 

It is clear that Gog and Magog are not in their right place 
here; Oriental tradition, from Ezechiel down to the Romance 
of Alexander, speaks of them as the people inhabiting the 
utmost North. We have here to do with traditions which know 
of other peoples, indicating the place of the utmost West and 
the utmost East. Not only the North, but also the East and 
the West are characterised by barbarous peoples. In our tra
dition Gog and Magog are not adduced as an analogy, as it 
could be expected , but they are even removed from their 
fixed place. 

That the towns indicate the utmost West and the utmost 
East is said expressly 9); in our tradition the Western town' 
indicates the place wh ere the sun sets. Dimash~ places Dja~ 
bar~a on the Island of the .Happy and calls it the golden 
castle I); which re~.alls the black castle near the sand-river. . 

Lastly I have to mention a tradition relating that Adam 
received a mirror in order to be able to observe the things 
on the earth: then Satan went and built upon the mirror in 
the East the town of Djabart '). 

The names of the towns are handed down in many forms: 
According to Bekrï ') the right pronunciation of the one is 
Djabala~. But Djabal~u, Djabal~ and , Djabar~ occur also. 
The name of the other town. is pronounced Djabarsa, Djabarsu, 
Djabart, Djabala~. 

Now Arabic tradition itself indicates the foreign origin of the 

I) Taban I, 67; KisI'I, cAdjl'ib, (ol. ISb sq. 

2) e. g. Yilf.ut 11, 2: ÜJ~'U ~ ~ l)"jl.:?-

3) p. 132: ~I ~ ~~ 15~ ~.) ~I S;:,? 
4) Tabarl, Annales III, 16S. 
5) I, 231• 
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reports concerning these towns ; for several authors add the 
Syriac and the . Hebrew forms of the name~. According to 
ThaclabI the Hebrew formsare: ...Ji.41.::-- and 1.::.I~1..w ;:!1.::--1); the 
Syriac forms are 3.1so found in laban; they are: l;.~"'~j., ~t', 
L-...; d 1.-..>. ~ ~ I..w....:> .. 't' an ... 'j, .. . .. 'j, .. .. 'j, " 'j' 

Traditions . concerning the towns in Hebrew literature are not 
known to . me; in Syriac literature one of the towns occurs. 
Cod. Sachau of the Syriac Manuscripts in the Royal Library, 
Berlin, n° 221 fol. 14lasqq. contains a Christian amulet which 
isascribed to Cyprian, the magician from Antioch, whose con
versionand adventures with J usta are spread through Eastern 
and Western literature. In this magical prayer the · power of 
the seventy six angels is implored, who descended upon Agnfö[s]. 
This may be compared with the numbers of angels which daily 
deseend towards one of the towns according . to laban and 
Kisa'I's tradition. 

But this is all I have been able to find in Aramaic litera
ture. Accórding to the Arabic version of the prayer of Cyprian 
sixty six angels have descended towards the town of v-Y~I i). 

Before discussing the origin of the traditions we have found 
in Semitic literature, it is necessary to summarize their prin
cipal contents and' their characteristic features. They are these: 
In the utmost West as well as in the utmost East there are 
naturalor artificial signs which denote the impossibility of pro
ceeding farther; they mark the ut most limit of the earth and 
the beginning of the ocean, the place where the sun sets. They 
.con sist of a mountain, town, castte, tower or image. In them 
are gathered innumerable riches and jewels; they are of copper, 
lead or gold. They are the dwelling-place of populations of 
which the great mass no longer exists on the earth; so they 
.do not know of God's revelation unto Muhammed, but they 
are willing to acknowledge God's unity. They are places of 
death and desolation. They are .inhabited by angels. 

Many of these features are also found in a work which was 
widely spread through Oriental literature, the Book of Henoch. 
In chapters 17 sqq. is described how Henoch is brought to the 
fire of the West, which receives every setting of the sun. Here 
he sees the great river and the great darkness, the mountains, 
the mouth of the ocean, the place where no flesh walks. Here 

I) p. 18. 2) Biblioth~que Nationale, Cod. Arabe 309, (ol. 104 sqq. 
Verband. Kon. Akad. v. Weteuch. Nieuwe Reeu Dl. XIX N°. lt. 3 
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is the end of the earth. When he inquires regarding this region, 
the angel answers: This place is the end of heavèn and earth; 
this has become a prison for the stars and the host of heaven. 

In chapter 22 Sheol is desctibed: And thence I went to 
another place and he showed me in the West {another] great 
and high mountain. Therè Henoch sees hollow places and 
Raphael says to him: These hollow _ pI aces have been created 
f()r this very purpose, that the spiritS of the souls of the dead 
should assem bIe therein, yes that all the souls of the children 
of men should assembIe there 1). 

Here we find: the end of the earth, where there is no region 
beyond, the place where the sun sets, the high mountains, the 
abode of the angels and of the souls of men who await here 
die day of judgment. 

It is hardly necessary to .say that Arabic literature in its 
descriptions goes back to the book of Henoch. It is also eer
tain that Henoch's vision is a vision of SheoI; this means, that 
the entrance of the ocean, the utmost West, is really no Jonger 
a part of the earth, but of the nether world. That the peoples 
of the old worId are gathered here is a thought akin to the 
Catholic idea, that in °the entrance to helI the heroeS of the 
Old Testament are awaiting the resurrection. According to a 
well -known tradition Christ descends into Sheol and preaches the 
Gospel to its inhabitants. It may easily be seen that Mohammeo's 
preaching Isläm to the people of the two towns in the oight of 
his ascension, is only a Muslim variant of the Christian theme. 

But we may go further. The oldest idea is that of a moun
tain or mountains tnarking the West. This idea is not limited 
to the West and the East. It holds also true for the North 
and the South. -Ephraim Syrus in his commentary on the book 
of Genesis quotes Jacob of Edessa: The people which inna
bits the North, before the mountains which are called the 
Breasts of the North, deseend in cold winter days uilto the 
bank of that river which they eaU the river of fire. As to the 
two mountains which are caUed the Breasts of the North, their 
stones are of crystal. Beyond them is na dwelling-place for 
men; for beyond the river is nothing but the ocean; the great 
sea that surrounds the whole earth ... '). 

I) According 10 tbe trllDllation and emendalion by Cbarles. 

2) Epbraim, opp. I, 121: ~ f'IIIIb~ -t?'" ~~, ~CD "'''';''' .!A~ 
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We fiód here several of the characteristiès inherent to the 
signs of the West: the mountains, the river of fire\ the end 
of the 'inhabitable world, the ocean. The population is not called 
by any name 'in the report of Jacob of Edessa. But in other 
traditions·1) they are always . called Gog and Magog. And in 
the Romance of Alexander the two mountains are the extre
mities of the gate builtby Alexander against Gog and Magog. 
If we further consider the .fa,ct that the ' South is· characte
rized also by a mountain, called the Mountain of the Moon I), 
we may state that in Semitic cosmography each of the four 
winds is characterized by one or more mountains w~ich are 
found on the utmost border .of the earth, in or near the ocean. 
These mountains are_ further de~cribed as sire'wn· with jew'els. 
We cannot but think here ' of an other mountaln, which is de
scribed as lying at the utmost end of the -earth,' in one of its 
quarters andwhich is also strewn with jewe1s: thè mountain 
of paradise. 

But , ancient Semitic cosmography mentions the other charac
teristic mountains also: 1 may refer to Jeremias, Handbuch der 
altorientalischen Geisteskultur I) and recall the fact, that the 
columns found in sOme Semitic temples had a function parallel 
to that of . the mountains chatacterizing the quarters of the 
world. I 

, Finally, alrthis having been settled, we have to ask whether 
the names of the towns àre pure1y fantastic or not. We have 
found that, the consonants of the. Syriac form of one of them, 
according to Arabic authors, are b -r -g- s, and that in a Syriac 
manuscript [c»]~~t< occurs. The only difference, apart from 
the sequence, is that between . the band the •. This points 
to an original Greek . form that had a 1t. So. we gel TWP1~, 
a tower or a castle. Now it is clear why some traditions speak 
of a. tower or a castle. Further it is to be remembered that 

r<'-. tdoaa.. ~CG::I ~~ r<'i::t ~.«:.!\ "';cU, ~CD ~ 
~CD ~~ "';CU!\ "';CQS ~ ~;..a!\ OCD "';CQS ~ ~lu»!\ 
~; .. ~ .!A~ r6::t~ r<'i::t ~.«:.!\ "';c:U. ~;~ ~ 
llra ,,",z ,;,.,' "';.,.., ..... ~ _o~ ~o ~'" QDcû\.-o~!\ 
;3»" OCD ~; ~ QDQ.WIot< t<l", ~ OCD "';CQS ~ laal!\ 

~;"'~ 
J) llla'Iabl, p. 320; Aethiopic Romance of Alexauder, p. 281. 
2) Cf. e. g. Dimaab~, lode.x .s. y. ~I ~ and .tbe map in lbo al-WardL 
3) p. 56. 
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1tGP'l~ in the I):or'än (<r.-,r.) of ten has an astronomical meaning 
( I 5, I 6; 25, 62; 85, I); it is· usually explained as zodiacal signs, 
but the context only suggests the meaning of constellation. In 
this connectiQn I may drawattention to a note in Friedländer's 
book on Kha<Jir and Alexander where, from cOmära's history 
of Alexander, a report is mentioned, according to which 
Alexander and his men, while in the far West near .Qjäbar!1ä, 
fasten their horses in the mountain of the earth and hang their 
weapons in the Plejads; then the weapons tum round and 
af ter a year they are at the same place again. So there seems 
to have been a connection between the town in the West and 
one or other of the constellations ; this connection is probably 
also denoted by the name of which the consonants b - F - g - s 
form the constant part. 

Summarizing the results of th is chapter, we find that accor .. 
ding to Semitic cosmography, the three parts of the universe : 
heaven, earth and nether world, each have their oceao. 

Still, it would be wrong, I think, to say that the Semitic 
peoples, or some of them, have known three oceans. Theword 
Tehom, which the Northern Semites use, is not a nomen appel
lativum but a proper noUD. This in itself points to the unity 
of the ocean. They speak of the nether Tehom and of the 
upper Tehom; but it is apparently one, with three divisions. 
Ecclesiastes seems to express the unity in wh at he says on the 
circular motion of the water: All the rivers run into the sea; 
yet the sea is not fuIl; unto the place from whence the rivers 
come, thither they return again 1). Theunity of Tehom is pro
bably still to be traced in their representations of the form of 
the universe. The firmament is the layer or the cover above 
which upper Tehom is placed. It has been a question inte
resting the old world, to know in which way this firmament 
is connected with the ends of the earth. For here, apparently, 
earthly and heavenly Tehom, nay even also nether Tehom Aow 
together 'l). We may even surmise that here the fountains of 
Tehom are to be sought. I may quote cOmära's report from 
Friedländer S): Alexander verlässt Gäbar!1ä und ge1angt an die 
Stelle, wo die Sonne untergeht. Dort erblickt er einen unge
heuren Berg von blendendem Grün, der sich als volkommen 

I) Ecclesiastes 1,7. Professor Eerdmans reminded me of tbis passage. 
2) Cf. Jensen, Kosmologie der Babylonier, plate 111. 3) p. 139. 
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unzugänglich erweist und an dessen Fusse das Meer hinein
strömt und verschwindet. Dahinter befinden sich 360 Quellen 
vonungeheurem Umfang, deren Wasser von schwar'zer Farbe 
ist und wie in einem Topfe brodelt. Die Sonne fallt tagtäg
Hch in eine dieser Quellen' hinein und verursacht hierbei ein 
ungeheures Geräusch, das Tier, Mensch und Genius in Schrecken 
versetzt. 

This is clear: the sun, according to the common conception, 
sets in the ocean; these fountains are consequently the foun
tains of the ocean itself and here seems to be the place where 
the three parts of it meet. That cOmara's representation is not 
purely fantastic, but in concordance. with Oriental conception, 
may again be proved by a quotation from the book of Henoch. 
The patriarch is brought to the West: I saw the mountains 
of the darkness of winter and the place whence all the waters 
of the deep flow. I saw the mouths of all the rivers of the 
earth and the mouth of the deep 1). 

Now if the ocean is one in the Semitic conception, how 
then is it explained that its water is partly sweet, partly brackish? 
This question has been asked by the Semites themselves. We 
have seen that they consider nether Tehom to be sweet: for 
it is the basin from which the ' water of rivers and springs 
flows ') ; the ocean is brackish, whereas the water of upper 
Tehom is again sweet. Before reproducing their explanation of 
this phenomenon, we may state, that the ~or'aQ is not con
vinced of the unity of the oceans: 'It is He who has let loose 
the two seas; this fresh and sweet, and th at salt and bitter: 
and has placed between them a bar and a boundary which 
cannot be passed' I). The commentators say: By the freshand 
sweet he denotes the waters of rivers and of rain, by the salt 
and bitter the waters of the sea '). 

But the bar between them points to a cosmographic con· 
ception which is no longer known to us; perhaps the isthmus 
in the Syriac Legend of Alexander and the Babylonian shupuk 
shamë may be compared. 

I) Chapter 17, in Charles' translation. 
2) above, p. 17. . • . ~_ . 
3) SUra 25.55: ~I eL- W-' I::J~ ~ \..,UI o:l~1 r;,r-A ~I ~-' 
~~ ~ l:»f. ~ J.a:?:,. Cf. 27,62; 35,13; 55,19· 

4) Tabarl, TafaIr xxv, SS: ~ )l.b.e)!, )~'jl ~ I::J~I ~y ~ 
~I 1Il+,A ~I.::--~I 
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Ephraim Syrus gives a rather extensive exposition of the 
nature of Tehom. The waters - he says - the earth drank 
on the first day, were not brackish, though they covered the 
earth Iike T ehom; for there were not yet seas, (or in the seas 
the waters were salted, that · before their being gathered: were 
not brackish. Thus when they were sent in order to water the 
earth, on the whole earth they were sweet. And whenthey 
were gathered on the third day in their seas, they became 
brackish, lest they should becOine stinking because of their being 
gathered, and in order that they should be able to receive the 
rivers that flow into them, without increaslng, for the quantity 
of the rivers which flow into it, corresponds with its increase. 
Now the rivers flow into the sea, lest the heat of the sun 
should dry it up. And they are swallowed by its salt nature, 
lest it should increase, mount and submerge the earth; so the 
rivers are reduced, as it were, to nothing, . because the salt 
nature of the sea swallows thema - Even though it should be 
that with the creation of the waters, also seas were created 
(though hidden in the waters), ·and though the seas were bitter, 
yet the waters above them were not bitter, just as during the 
deluge theseas existed (though hidden), but werenot able to 
change into their own bitter nature the sweet waters of the 
deluge that were above them. For if they had been bitter, 
how then could the olives or any herbs have been preserved 
in them? 1) etc. 

I) opp. 1,10: a.-l ~3G ~Q.,a:, ~;'" L.~"'!t ~!t ~ 
~~'" ~;r<';'''' ~ ~oca'" ~r< ~~'" : ooca ..,.~~ .... 
ca..rl.... ~oca ~~:~ o6ca~~..Qrd",.ooca 
• .. \ . ~ \ l... • .. 
~.~ .ooca t· •• · .... ~ ~, .... ~!t ,.3G!t _~a:t .~ 
.ooca .., .... ','01., ooca tu.Jz ~;'" c:äh ~ ~;"'!t t<~ 
~ _o;au rd!t A...J.... ~~ tG~"," ~"''''~!t ~ 
_~cu ..Qo ~~ ~~, "''''o;~ __ ~!to .. oca"'~ 
..à!t . ~ ~~!t ~o;au!t ~ ~!t ~ oca crw»;o'" ~ 
~ ..Q:'IO ","",o;au ~ ~~ t<z"U.:'Icr=QCW ~ ~ 
oca ""'5:'" ","'0 •• J .... ~~ ~ ~;f<l ~ .llJllUO ~ 
~!t oca ca"'o at .\ .... !'I 3&:1 """o;m.s ~ca ,.~ ..d..l!t ~ 
~ca~;" [read ~!'I] ,.:'1 ~ ""'au t.A'" .t<"'o;mÛ ~ .~ 
~m.s ~ ~"'"'',' ""1::1 ooca ~ö ~ 4-à;""''''~!t 
~ ~'" ooca ~;.= ~ _OCQDt ~!'I ~ ~;.= ~ 
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Ephraim therefore holds the opinion that the water of Tehom 
is sweet; that the water of the creation and the water of the deluge 
were sweet; and -that only a sm all part of the water of Tehom, 
viz. that of the seas, has become brackish; how, he does not 
say. And J:lalabI says that .the wat~ the throne of God rested 
up on before the creation was' sweet 1) j this means that the 
,water of the creation is considered by him as being sweet water. 

Muslim tradition has tried to explain the brackish nature of 
the ocean; according to Ibn al-WardI some say its water be
comes bitter and salt by its long stagnation and the burning 
of the sun j but others think that in the ocean itself there are 
'veins' which change the sweet nature of the waterS). But in 
the Ethiopic romance of Alexander ii is said that the brackish 
and the sweet water of the ocean are one, because both come 
forth from the mountain that surrounds the earth S). 

Popular science has, however, also possessed opposite views. 
It has also started from the fact that Tehom, as it manifests 
itself in the seas, contains brackish water. So upper Tehom is 
also brackish (here the unity of Tehom is again proved); how 
can rain be sweet? This is the subject of a discussion between 
Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Joshua. Rabbi Eliezer states that the 
earth drinks from the water of the ocean. Rabbi Joshua asks: 
F rom the water of the ocean? Is not this water brackish? The 
other replies : It is made sweet by the douds '). 

~'" c=--:t ~ oaca ~a ~ oaca _0CDa~r< ~Alr:. 
~'" ~al,:. ""';""., ",;......l ",,-:ca ~~ ~~ 
1.0 ~, a'" a'-=o ~ ,.Qr< ~..!!'.,.. .L.1 OOCD [read ~"':.] 
. I) I, 195. _aaa::l oaca ~;lr= ~rc' ~CCII 

2) I a, p. 32: ~ JLb Ul ,uI & ~;J ~I &l.. X:>~ j ~I ~~ 

l.. &!HJI [read ~I,] ~~ L:sû.. I;' )w, ü';>~ ~ ~I ~~~ 
0',,>1 ~j" ~ .laW X+;I cr tJD)'i1 ,;;..w l.. ~.,.. AS~I cr ~ 

\;bj I".. )w, I!illl" ~I &l.. r l5.,r ~I j 0' 

3) p. 144: berD :101=: av.e: erD~:mav.e: 'I'O'.P: a.emR"O:l\P~c:m.p~CL: 
Ml1: : ~1: : AlierD: dJoA1= : APln ... : A-ftC :: mA71J.Ao8tb.C: •... lnf: OdJoll't1= : 
AlI&ofIJ : 'I'O'.P : iIJaD Ac : 

4) Midralh :f5:ohelet, fol. i r": -,cnt 'T31';M ., ~WliI' ." 'T31';M ., iIn'~ y-IMiI J:)~~i 
,; 'CM lil l'rn;c c'c M; c~'pm 'cc· ~~" ., ,; -,cM •••• iIn'~ C~'P'IM 'oc 

C'~~ lil l'pncno 



CHAPTER 111 

THE CHARACTER OF THE OCEAN 

In the chapter on 5emitic cosmogonic systems we have touched 
up on the character of Tehom as having two aspects. On the 
one hand it appears as the chief enemy of the god of the 
creation; on the other, as an instrument in the hands of almighty 
God. We shall be able to trace this distinction throughout the 
entire conception of the ocean in the literature of the Western 
5emites: on the one hand it is an ungodly, negative, chaotic 
power; here it is considered as the realm of death and here 
it is really the nether world. On the other hand it is a pro
ductive, positive, cosmic power; and here it is considered as 
the place of paradise where the fountain of life springs. I shall 
try to prove this in the present chapter. 

A. THE OCEAN AS A NEGATlVE POWER 

The ocean is of ten described as the place of darkness. This 
is not an unimportant feature, it is a charactertistic one. 
Darkness, the land of darkness, the realm of darkness are in 
5emitic literature designations of the nether world, or in later 
times, of heli. The Old Testament contains many examples. 
The poet of Psalm 88 says in his plaints: Thou hast placed 
me in the pit of the nether. world, in the darkness, in the 
abysses 1). Here we have three synonyms: the nether world, 
the darkness and the n,yO, the abysses, a designation of 
Tehom. - The author of Psalm 49 says that the soul of the 
rich man af ter his death is joined with the generation of his 
fathers, who in eternity will not see light!!). 50 Job speaks of 
his going, without return, to the land of darkness and shadow 
of death a). 

1) VSo 7: n~c::J o'::Jmc::J n~'nnn '~::J::J '~nw 
2) vs. 20: '~N ~N" N; n~~ '37 ~'n~N ,~, ,,, N~ 
3) 10,21: n~~ ,m Y1N ;N ::J~WN N'~ ,'N O,=::J 
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It will not be necessary to give more examples from the 
Old Testament. In the New Testament the place of darkness 
and grinding of teeth is a weil known designation of heli. 

The place of darkness is not only under the earth, but it 
already begins at the ends of the earth. We have seen that 
according to the Western Semites the earth is encircled by the 
ocean, which begins at the ends of the earth. Sometimes the 
earth is represented as being surrounded by a wall of moun
tains, the Djebel J$:af iö Arabic Iiterature ; the ocean then 
surrounds these mountains. Even this place is the beginning 
of darkness. In the Talmud is said: Tohu is the green cord 
that surrounds the whole earth and from which darkness springs 1). 
The green cord can scarcely be anything else than the 
ocean. And in Tamid is said: Rabbi Elijahu taught: Gehenna 
is above the firmament; but some say it is behind the moun
taÎns of darkness 1I). This means: Gehenna is sought at any 
rate in Tehom; for Tehom is above the firmament and round 
the circle of mountains that ~urround the earth and here are 
called the mountains of darkness. Of a similar nature is a 
talmudic tradition to this effect: Rabbi Jeremija, the son of R . . 
El"azar, said: Gehenna has three gates: ooe in the desert, one 
in the sea, one in Jerusalem 3). In mediaeval literature saint 
Brandan is represented as reaching a mountain of flames situ
ated in the ocean: this mountain is heil '). 

In this connection we have to consider anew some versions 
of the Romance of Alexander. In the Syriac version, which 
does not contain the journey towards the fouotain of Iife, 
Alexander's aim is, apart from conquering the world, to recon
noitre the earth and what is in it. This aim is only a slight 
modification of the aim of the historical Alexander. But popu
lar imagination has not stopped here. Alexander will oot only 
reconnoitre the earth, he will also enter Paradise; in the Syriac 
legend of Alexander he reaches a pI ace in the N orth of the 
earth from where he observes paradise, enveloped by the ocean 
and dark clou ds. And the mediaeval Latin version of the Romance 
of Alexander bears the title of Iter ad Paradisum . 

• ) I~agiga 12&: ~ N3l' 'UCCTtt ,;::l c'mm ;::l nN "I'i'CTtt i"" 'i' ,m 
2) 3zb : 1TttM "11 ',nN; C"C'N tn, Y'i'~111C I1;YC; 0)i'i'.1 "";N " N)n 
3) .cErubin I~: 'MN' ~~::l 'MN 0)11'.1; Tt" c'nnD I1n "Y;N '::l~ 11'0" " 'ON' 

4) d'Avezac, p. 7. 
C~"::l ~N' C'::l 
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A third alm of Alexander is lo reach the land of darkness. 
We have seen that this only means the nether world. So 
Alexander, in popular literature, seeks to examine the three 
parts of the universe : the earth, paradise (or heaven) and the 
land of darknèss or the nether world. 

It is in the poem ascribed to Jacob of Sa rug tbat Alexander 
seeks to penetrate into the land of darkness. The king is repre
sented as delivering a speech in which he expounds his plan: 
1 desire greatly to go out and see the countries and the (ar 

lands, in order to see what is in them j and I will go and see 
the seas and the ends [of the earth] and all quartersj but, 
above all, I desire to enter and see the land of darkness 1). 
This desire of the king is met by his generals with the objec
tion, th at the terrible seas surrounding the worM will not allow 
him to cross and see the land of darkness I). 

When Alexander discusses his plan with the old men, he 
is again dissuaded from penetrating into the land of darkness; 
for every one who hears of it, Hees without entering it; some 
have ventured · to enter in their presumption, but they never 
have been hèard of up to this time, they have not returned nor 
have they left it ' ). This description is typical for the nether 
world which in Babylonian literature is called ir!Jit la tar, the 
land without return. And in several European languages ana,. 
logous expressions are used for the designation of death and 
tbe nether world. 

In the poem ascribed to Jacob of Sarug the land of dark
ness is localized beyond the ocean; in other versions this is not 

. the case. In the version C of Pseudo-Callisthenes, Alexander's 
joumey along the ocean is described as a journey through the 
land of darkness, as may appear from this description: Starting 
from there, Alexander marched through the desert towards the 

I) Ed. Hunnius, linea 37-40 : rd\o;c\\"ö "'\-u'" ,sId'" .s~; ~ 
~ "' ..... '" ,sI~t«\ ~~ ~r< ~;, ~; ~;rd .. ", 
rää.zu ~ "'t.»t«\ l~",;, ~ ~ ia~o ~ ~o t<ACU»O 

2) Linea SI sq.: ..d;..;, ~ ~ ~ ~ .-l=a cal ~;..:.'" 
~ä.zu ~ "' ..... c\\ ~c\\~ .<''''\,\ ~~'o 

3) Lines 140-142: cD.l l~ t<l:t ,sI~ Ö""ML ~:t .~;, 
O=t«\ ~,t«\ ~~c\\cuo~ ~ ~O ~'" ~ ooCD C.\.Ii;,,,, 

~O ~ ..do ·~ té:Ia .. 
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ocean, white he no longer did se~ anything, neither birds nor 
animaIs, except heaven and earth; but they no longer saw the 
sun, only the black air 1). 

Arabic literature has many data concerningthe identifica
tion of the ocean with the place of darkness. Maily traditions 
speak of a 'dark ocean'. We have already seen that the Talmud 
speaks of the green circle from which darkness springs. -This 
points to a cosmographic representation identicalwith that of 
some Arabic reports. Ibn al-W ardI has this passage on the 
dark ocean: As regards the seas, the largest of them on the 
surf ace of the earth is the -surrounding one, which eilcircles 
it on all sides; it has 00 terminlls nor strand, except 'on the 
side of the earth; itsshoreon the open side is the dark ocean, 
which encircles the - surroundîng -one as -the latter surrounds 
the earth. _ lts darkness is caused by its great distance from 
the place of sunrise and sunset I). 

This dark sea, therefore, which surrounds the ocean rèaUy 
does not belong to the earth; for the sun does -not reach it: 
it is a part of the nether world. IdrIsI's descrlption is also worth 
menti?ning: As to the dark ocean, nobody knows wh at is 
behind it and no human being possesses any trustworthy report 
orit, because of. the difficulty of sailing over it, the darkiless 
of its light, the tówering of its waves, its multitude of riches, 
the tyranny of its animaIs, and the vehemence of its winds a). 

Other Arabic traditions identify the surrounding ocean and 
the dark one '); also specia~ parts of the surrounding o~ean 
are identified with the dark ocean i). 

In the dark ocean are situated islands that are bereft of light 8). 

I) 11, Ch. 38: .qi'!"; .~w -P."'/Hn 6 ·AM~ .. ~,.c v,.,/U"i M~f1I,n ;11'1 f1ItiAlli; .. ",.,d'r' 
,u,nw 6,lb "''''r' lI'f'rmiw "''''r' ~,/ow " ",iI 'riw .lI,..iw "'" -rijw ,nIw. 'riw n J/AJ.w .11/CfT"' 
;)"""" AA'" ".o,.w AI, •. 

2) Ia, 8: ~ lH ü~ ~I 1JD)"61 ~ .~ r ~ )~I IJ l..!, 

.".û! Ä..f? ~ ~ IJD)I ~ ~ "61 J.:>l- "6., ;IJ "s ~., ~t.p,. r1-
~ ~ 0.-~ IJD)~ ~I ~ ~ ~ .,..;., ~I ~I 

- ~.,...., ~I ~ 

3) p. 165: "6., ~I ~I I~ ~ l.. ~I ~ "6.,--rW1 ~I ~ ••• 

'dJl., A:?!,AI ~., I$)~I r~" I$)~ ~ f::* p> ~ J.M ~ ~ _ 
r.>~) oW., -Äl!'o.> ~., "s!,.A1 

4) B. G. VIII, 26. 
5) Dimaallfl, p. 127; Ibn al-Wardt Ib, 11. 

6) Idrtsl, p. 55. 
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Considering this it is only natural to find that Tehom in 
Semitic literature is described as the realm of death. This is 
so in the literature of the Old Testament, where Sheol and 
Tehom are used as parallel terms. A good example of this 
parallelism is furnished by the story of Jona. The prophet on 
his flight reaches Joppe and here starts his journey on the 
Mediterranean. Now we have seen that the Mediterranean is 
considered as a bay of Tehom. Those who find in Jona the 
features of asolar hero, may adduce in support of their theory 
that Jona, like the sun daily, descends into Tehom. Further 
his being swallowed by the fish is a real 'descensus ad inferos' .. 
This appears from the poem that is put into his mouth. 
'Out of the belly of Sheol cried land thou heardest my 
voice. F or thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst ot 
the seM. . . . . .. The waters compassed me about . . . . . I went 
down to the bottoms of the mountains i the bars of the earth 
were about me for ever: yet th ou hast bröught up my life 
from the pit' 1). Sheol, Tehom and the pit are nearly synony
mous here. 

The poet of Psalm 40 rejoices at his being saved by God 
from death and destruction : I waited patiently for the Lord i 
and he inclined unto me and heard my cry. He brought me 
up out of the pit of roaring water, out of miry clay and set 
my feet upon a rock '). Here apparently the images of the grave 
and the flood as designations of death have been united. In a 
more distinct way the term Tehom is used as a designation 
of death and the grave in Ps. 7 I, 20: Thou shalt quicken me 
again, and shalt bring me up again from the depths of the 
earth S). 'Depths' is a translation of n,o,nn. 

So Tehom has become a type of spiritual distress and de
struction. I will only recall Ps. 42, the psalm of mental distress 
and longing. The poet exclaims, expressing his miserabIe state: 
Tehom calleth unto Tehom at the noise of thy waterspouts : 
all thy waves and thy billows are gone over me'). 

I) Jona 2,3 sqq.: •••. 0'0' ~~;~ i1;'110 ')~';Tl?n, ';,p Ml'OTl? 'runTl? ,,"Tl? 1t'~ 
",.v~ i1'n~ ~Ni1 'n,,' 0"i1 '~llp; ..... ... .... ')~~C' O'b" TlfE)) '.v 0'0 ')'DDN 

. "n nMTl?O ;.vn, c;,.v; 
2) va :2: ;.v Cp" l"i1 ~~o 1~Tl? ,,~o ');.v', 'n.v'Tl? .vo~ ';N ~" m.,' 'n"p i1'1i' 

"TI .v;c 
3) ');.vn ~'Tl?n ~n n,c,mo, ')''Mn ~'Tl?n 
4) VI 8: "~.v ".v ,"l' ",~w ;:J ,...,')ll ;,p; N"P o,m ;N C\" 
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Syriac literature considers the ocean in the same light, per
haps under the inftuence of biblical literature. Bar Hebraeus, 
in his Ethikon, describes the journey of the soul on the ocean 
of life. IC the winds are contrary, it will be tossed about between 
towering ftoods and troubled waves, and be immersed and pre
cipitated into un-salted oceans and the utmost depth of Sheol 1). 
The Odes of Solomon also contain a passage concerning Tehom, 
that, though far from clear, yet should be mentioned in this 
connection: The Dove ftuttered over Christ, because He is her 
head; and she sang over Him and her voice was heard: and 
the inhabitants were af raid and the sojourners were moved: 
the birds dropped their wings, and all creeping things died in 
their holes: and the abysses (têIOÖCD~) were opened which 
had been hidden; and they cried to the Lord Iike women in 
travail; and no food was given them because it did not belong 
to them; and the abysses were destroyed by the distinction 
of the Lord. And they perished by that thought, those that 
existed from ancient times; for they were corrupt from the 
beginning: and the end of their corruption was Iife '). Usually 
this passage is taken as a description of Christ's descensus 
ad inferos. Then Tehom would be here, as is of ten the case, 
a designation of the nether world. 

In many cases where the ocean is a symbol of death, the 
thought of death by drowning lies near. This i~ however not 
to be used as an argument against our present view of Tehom. 
F or an element that kills every one who is immersed in it, 
is in itself, according to the ancient view, an element of death 
and destruction. This character is usually expressed by the 
Semites in a way that can leave no room for mistake. , The 
Legend of Alexander fqrnishes a good example again. Alexan
der is admonished not to approach the ocean, for it is deadly. 
Having become cautious, yet wishing to cross it, in order to 
reach the ends of the earth, he has recourse to a subtetfuge. 
In his army are several men who have deserved death; he 
orders them to em bark and to try to cross the water j but 
this proves to be of a deadly nature; the men die as soon as 
they are in contact with it 3). 

I) p. 209: ...,\ ........ ~ ~* ,,~ ~, roc:1a.::..::.a ~ 
~~ ~Lu~ la.&.Lo .-ei •• \...,~ t<.l ~ÖCD~O 

2) Ode 24, 1-6. 3) ed. Badge, p. 259. ~~O 
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Semitic literature is full of features like this. In a description 
of T ehom in a cosmologicaltreatise is said: The ocean is the 
sea that surrounds .the whole earth; and in this ocean theré 
is no single of those reptiles who inhabit the water. Nay, _even 
no bird is able to Hy over it 1). Arabic authors agree as to the 
impossibility of man's sailing over the ocean: ships are of no 
value i), so that no hu man being is acquainted with it'); it bas no 
shore·). The tower of stones and copper, built by HeracI~ at the 
entrance of the ocean bears images that seem to s~y:beyonä 
me there is no way; nor is there a passage, says MascüclI, fOl: 
any of those who enter this sea coming from the Mediterra
nean ; for it is a sea that cannot be saiIed, that is without 
habitable places, without rational animals that inJtabit it; i~ 
extension c.annot be conceived nor its end be reached, nor its 
terminus be known; th is is the sea of darkness, the Green 
sea, or the surrounding one I). 

Such descriptions, all showing ' that the ocean is considered 
as the region ' where no life is possible, could be multiplied. 
I will, however, for the sake of brevity, leave Arabic litera
ture and only give some examples from the Ethiopian romance 
of Alexander. Alexander marches and reaches the sea that -is 
behind heaven and earth, th~t cannot be sailed by ships, where 
no bitds can Hy, that is without any use e). 

Further: Bebind these is the large sea that cannot he sailed 
by ships because of its large waves; for the winds leave their 
store-houses and . blow over it, so that its waves reach heaven 
and descend unto Sheol. No bird is able to Hy in its neigh-

l) p. 251: ~CD OCDO ~;"" .y,' ft" \ ;:t-»:t OCD tê::ILa e»CUAAO"" 

~. ~O ~;~ 'J.»;:t f'àu; $U ~O CD::I ~ e»CUAAO"" 

~ ~ ..... a-:t ",-,,, • .,.,. Tbe passage is a1so to he (ound in Ephraim, Opp. 

I, 122 A. 

2) B. G. VlI, 85: oä-l' ~ l.5!p ~ ;s. ~ 
3) ib. VI, 231 : ..Jb f'+1I ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ l.5!p ~ oä-l' Olj 

4) ~WIDI I, 104: &1.:>l.w UJY. ).". AllO Dimaab~, p. 127; Ibn al-Wardt, Ib, I. 

5) MasÎJdl 1,257: ~." lS)' ~;h ~, ~ II~ ~!, ~I ~ 
~ ~7f ~ j$. 0'6 JI r'}1 j$. ~ ~I ItUJ ~I ~W, ~ ~ 
&Ä:!~ t!l)w ~." 1I)~ ...bI.s; ~ ~ \Ji,bU O~ ~ ~ 11)_1' ~ ~:)~ 

~!, ~'j!, oL..lW1 ;s.~." ~ ~ ~ 
6) p. 161: aJ~:thl:dJoA1=:Mh:M'tIa:'R:IltbC:JIAID.e-1lUl"'~~ 

~C1 HUi"DtoR : RdJon't1=: A1"9C-A~: HIlU: dJontl : aJA;IID"-I t '''''10 It 
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bourhood. The water of this sea resem bles pus, and it is very 
foetid, beeause this is the water in which God has destroyed 
the people that perished in the deluge. And their ftesh and 
the ftesh of the animaIs, the birds and the beasts is in its 
deep. And on the shores of that sea are innumerable trees 
without leaves beeause of its ver)' foetid odour; and know that 
all men die who approach it and perish on account of its 
foetid odour 1). 

So the ocean is the sea of death. This feature eaUs to mind 
the name of the Oead sea, a recollection perhaps also evoked 
by the foregoing description. It has been observed' by Budge, 
that the ocean is described in the passages from the Romance 
of Alexander exactly like the Oead sea. The ~assieal authors 
already describe it as an element where life is, impossible. 
Raumerl) cites this extract from Hieronymus ad Ezechiel 47: 
Mare mortuum, in quo nihil poterat esse vitale. - Re vera, 
juxta literam huc usque nihil quod spiret et possit incedere 
prae amaritudine nim ia in hoc mari reperiri potest, nec coch
leolae quidem parvique vermiculi et anguillae et caetera ani
mantiüm sive serpentium genera. Oeniqlle si Jordanes auctus 
imbribus pisces illuc inftuens rapuerit, statim moriuntur et pin
guibus aquis supernatant. 

Similar descnptions occur in Arabic literature. According to 
MäscüdI the Dead sea does not receive that which is thrown 
into it, nor is it inhabited by living beings, be it nsh or other 
creaturesl). Abu'l-Fidä' adds that there are no birds'). 

There is another point of resemblance between the ocean 
and the Oead sea that I have not yet mentioned. In Arabic 
the Oead sea of ten bears the name of the stinking one I). This 

.) p. .24! aJAP ~l' : fDoA-tcJP1. : 'ltbC : 'fU. : H.t..f.b& : AtbatC : .ett-~ : RfDoft 
'et:J" : APoflm,: atARA :: AftGD: .'-Ilit I ~Pi.ta. : ACJDII'oR't1J'CID' : CDfdl~: 40.7': 
.CDf'C7 : "900" :Mh :"'atf: ID~C~: Anh : fUA :: CDUbA: pfi: :hGD,: .enec: 
"10.7' :: CDat" : c\M1:: lldaC :J!.IID"'Ä: CJD7A :,CDHA :fDoA1=: '1'+ ::AnGD: fDoA1=f.: 
at.e ;oHAat"', : A7H.MItb.C : ll1: : "'oflA : HatM. : fDon1' : A.e.". :: CDP' 'f1'CID'f. : CDP', : 
Alftll:fDAA'I'fi:: CDA~it : fDoft1' : atO",1' :: iDOJ.ftf ~ ~l;n : .eA1: : 'ltbe : AA"",: 
HAAll : ~ ... : fDA~llCJD' : ;ÜA : APoflll~ : U:J" :: CD~e: CDIl- :....e-~: 
,JI!4lo: "'oOA: HfdafDoC: TI''1 : CD.eatftl: APUit :: 

2) PalistiDa', p., 55, Dote 128. 

3)·1, 96~ ~ ~t:') ,J ~ o~ ~" ~.,aJI ,~ ~ ~I ~I 1i~1 
'5~~, 

4) ed. Reinaud md.de Slane, P., 39! I:!k,.JI ~~, ~I Ó'" ~ o~ ~ ~ ~, 
5) ~11j ~I \ 'r. . 
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is also a common epithet of the ocean. We have already found 
in the Aethiopic Romance of Alexander the opiniorL that all 
men who approach the ocean must die because of its foetid 
odour. This feature occurs also in the Syriac redaction. When 
Alexander discusses his plan to penetrate into the land of 
darkness with his officers, they caU it impossible, saying that the 
earth is surrounded by dreadful seas and that behind them lies 
the stinking sea, that indeed is fuU of terror. And whenmen 
do not decide to give up their life, they do · not approach the 
stinking sea that is frightfuI 1). - Then, when Alexander rea
ches the ends of the earth, he and his troops cross the seas 
at once and reach the stinking one j (but then) he . is frightened 
by its vapour and Hees from its odour '). In other passages of 
Syriac literature the 'stinking' sea is mentioned. In the eigh
teenth Ode of Solomon a description of error and ignorance, 
the opposite of gnosis, is given: A nd ignorance appeared like 
chaff . and like the foetid odour of . the sea S). And Isaac of 
Ninive uses the term the stinking ocean as a common epithet 
of Tehom '). 

It is c1ear that the foetid . odour of the ocean is c10sely con
nected with its negative nature. This is only natural, especially 
for the Semites who attach a value to odours which can hardly 
be overrated. A foetid odour means for them in the first place 
a reminiscence of death, that is characterised by its rendering 
foetid all it touches. Further the root rzJN~ that in Hebrew 
still means to stink, has become in Aramaic and Arabic the 
usual expression for evil j whereas its opposite, ~~, that 
means to be good, in Arabic has the derivation ~, meaning 
perfume. 

The fact that the ocean is considered as the stinking ele
ment by the Semites or a part of them, is possibly to be con
nected with the realor popular etymology of the word Tehom. 

I) Ed. Hunnius, lines S7 sqq.: ~ ~ca ~ ~ .-l=a aa1 ~~'" 
~;~ c<lt<b ...... ;i..L:::t ~ ...... ~a, ..d...~ ~_ ~ ~, 
~~ ~_ ~ ~ ~ ..d ~~ ~ ~ raa'" 

"'~; 
2) Lines 103 sqq.: ~a ~rd.J.a col..ua ~ ~ ~ ~ 

c:a.u.a; ~ ".~a ca~ ~ l..~ ... ~_ ~ ca~al 
3) 18; 14: ~~ ca-"o..;" "\t<b ~3a c<l "';~ ~\oII~t<b 
4) p. 317. 
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The relationbetween the forms ti'ämat, C,ilM and Mlfi cannot 
easily be given. The Arabic use of Mlfi seems to prove, that 
here the word is not borrowed from the North or the North
East. F or here it does not possess the slightest meaning which 
could connect it with the mythic value it has in the North. It 
simply means a certain part of the Arabic coast along the Red 
sea, apparently the old popular geographical name. 

The forms of the word may be either derived from a root 
C'iI, meaning to be in motion, or from a root CilM. A deri
vation from C'iI would give areasonabie sense j but 5emitic 
literature that has so much to say concerning the ocean, never 
lays stress upon its continual being in movement. In Arabic 
a root ~ 'to stink' occurs. Hoffmann 1) and lensen SI) are more 
or less convinced of the denominative character of this verb. 
50 the real etymology of C'ilM is obscure j but a connection, 
be it of a primary or of a secondary nature, with the root ~ 
exists at any rate. -

Af ter 50 much evidence concerning the close connection 
between the idea of death and the character of the ocean, it 
will be clear why the town in the utmost West, characterizing 
the entrance of Tehom, is a town of death: it partakes of the 
character of the ocean itself. A nd like the nether world it is 
also a place of treasures. 

T eh om as a negative power is in the third place to be con
sidered as a typical representation of chaos. The subject has 
already been mentioned in our first chapter. But we have to 
inquire into it more thoroughly. What we found in regard of 
the place of Tehom in the cosmogonic systems of the 5emites 
may be summarized in the sentence, that originally the oceän 
represents the wild, ungodly element that has to be tamed 
before the creation can take place j while later views represent 
T ehom as the element that serves the creator only as an 
instrument. We shall have to develop these diverging views 
in this chapter. 

In the biblical story of the creation a special term is used 
that may be considered as an expression for chaos: ,iI:J' 'ilM. 
When earth and heaven have been created but not yet made 

I) Zeitschr. f. d. alttestameDtl. WisseDSChaft 1lI, 118. 

2) Keilinschriftliche Bibliothelt VI, 1,559 sq. 
VerhaDd. Kou. Akad. v. WeteMCh. Nieuwe Reeb DI. XIX N°. lI. 4 
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into a cosmos, it is said: the earth was ,n:l' ,nn and the 
spirit of God hovered over the surf ace of the waters. And in 
several features of Semitic cosmogonic systems it appears that 
the characteristic of chaos is the reign of the water. I will 
only recall the conception, discussed above, that represents 
the earth, before the cosmos, as · being enveloped by the 
waters, while God's creative action in the first place consistS 
in His removing the waters and preparing thereby the way for 
cosmos. Etymologically speaking neither of the terms ,n:l' ,nn 
has any connection 'with the primeval waters. ,n:l occurs only 
a few times in the Old Testament, but it was also known to 
the Phoenicians (we have it only in the transcription ~); 
and in later times, in the Hterature of gnosticism, the n,n:lN'" 
is mentioned, apparently a person belonging to a cosmogonic 
system; the name means offspring of chaos; but no connection 
with the ocean appears. Neither has ,nn in the Old Testa
ment further anything to do with the ocean. But we have 
cited Hnes from the Talmud running thus: ,nn is the green 
cord that surrounds the whole earth and from which darkness 
springs 1). Here chaos and ocean are synonyms. 

This reign of chaos which in the cosmogonic stories is iden
tical with tbe reign of the ocean, has not only its place in 
the cosmogony, but, according to the Old Testament, it occurs 
several times in history in a series of events always following 
the same order. A period of chaos is succeded by the crea
tive act of God; then ' a covenant is made with man and a 
new time begins, a time of new relations between man and 
nature, a golden age in a land of paradise. 

It is evident that this series of events asit is described in 
the story of the creation and of paradise, has its counterpart 
in the story of the deluge. The cosmos is destroyed by tbe 
ocean; the reign of chaos is the reign of Tehom. When the 
waters have disappeared God makes a new covenant with Noah, 
the new representative of mankind ; man, till now only the 
master of the vegetable worfd, becomes lord of the animals 
too; the new order of things, the regular succession of tbe 
different seasons, will not be disturbed: the new man kind plants 
a new tree, the vine. 

Apart from the cosmogony and the story of the deluge this 

I) p. 41. 
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scheme is weil known from those descriptions th at are to he 
considered as analogous to cosmogonic stories : the descrip. 
tions of the coming chaos, that will be a destruction of th is 
world I), then the reign of the Messiah or of God, the gathering 
of the remainder of man kind in Jerusalem or in the kingdom 
of heaven etc. This eschatological scheme is found throughout 
the Old and New Testaments. 

It should be observed, ho wever, that the creation, the deluge 
and the last day are not the only epochs in history that are 
described according to this scheme. It is especially the au thor, 
commonly known as Deuterojesaja, who se es history and also 
his own time in this way. This means: according to Deute· . 
rojesaja the exile is the time of chaos. This thought is only 
to be understood, if we think of the Israelitic idea, that .the 
history of the world is really only a history of Israel, as the 
nucleus of man kind ; this nucleus of mankind, according to the 
ancient conception, has its fixed placein the centre of the 
earth and this place has been cleansed for it by its God, who 
Himself has His dwelling.place amidst His people. All this 
may be called the rational idea underlying the history of the 
world in the Israelitic conception. And now the exile has de· · 
stroyed th is harmonious order of things: there is scarcely a 
people of Israel any more; it no longer dweIIs in the centre 
of the earth, on the place destilled for it by its god; and this 
god himself has been driven away from his dwelling-place, the 
temple of Jerusalem. This is really chaos. Now the Oriental 
theory says that chaos is to be folIowed by cosmos and a 
golden age. Deuterojesaja's central idea is this: chaos is pass
ing away, for the Messiah Cyrus is coming, he will reestablish 
order. The people of Israel has to leave Babel and to return 
to Juda, where the golden age shall reign: For the Lord shall 
comfort Sion: he will comfort all her waste places; and he 
will make her wilderness like Eden and her desert like the 
garden of the Lord; joy and gladness shall be found therein, 
thanksgiving and the voice of melody'). The evils of mankind 
will be taken away: And I will bring the blind by a way they 
knew not; I will lead them in paths that they have not known: 

I) See e. g. Jesaja 24 sqq. 

2) Jes. SI, 3: 1l~ i"lm'Y' rt17~ m:~ cttn, M'n:,n ;~ cru fI~ m.,' cru ,~ 
meT "i" M1m M::I N~' MncWl fin mM' . 
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I will make darkness light before them, and crooked things 
straight. These are the things I will do unto them and not 
forsake them ... " Hear, ye deaf; and look, ye blind, that ye 
may see 1). - The dwelling in their own country is described 
as the gathering to a feast in J erusalem~ and then the new 
covenant is made: Ho, every one th at thirsteth, come ye to 
the waters and he that ha th no money, come ye, buy and 
eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk without money and with
out price. Inc1ine your ear, and come unto me: hear, and your 
soul shall live; and I will make an everlasting covenant with 

. you, even the sure mercies of David 2). I will not multiply quo
tations, as these are sufficient to demonstrate the eschatological 
idea and the ordered scheme underlying the prophecy of Deu
terojesaja. But the further question arises of how the idea of 
chaos is expressed in this scheme? The answer is simple enough: 
chaos generally is described with the characteristics of the 
desert; and cosmos begins when Yahwe removes these chà
racteristics. 50 Yahwe's reign is a reign over the desert: A 
voice cries: Prepare ye the way of the Lord in the wilderness, 
make straight in the desert a high way for our God. Every 
valley shall be exalted, and every mountain and hili shall be 
made low : and the crooked shall be made straight, and the 
rough places plain. And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, 
and all flesh shall see it together: for the mouth of the lord 
has spoken it 8). 

And further: Behold, I will do a new thing; now it shall 
spring forth; shall ye not know it? 1 will even make a way 
in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert. The beasts of the 
field shall honour me, the dragons and the ostriches: because 
I give waters in the wilderness and rivers in the desert, to 
give drink to my people, my chosen 4). 

1) Jes. 42, 16, 18: C'~N C::I"'N '31" N; n'::I'n)::1 W" N; ,,~ C"'31 'n::l;"" 
c'~nn .... c'n::ll31 N;' c'n'~ C'~'ii n;N ,,~O; C'~310' "N; Cn')D; ~ 

n'N'; '~'::lt' c',wm '310~ 
2) Jes. SS, 1,3: ,::1;, ';::IN' ":l~ '::1; '10::1 ,; l'N '~N' C'O; '::1; N03t ;::1 ',n 

C::I~D) 'nn' '310~ ';N ,::1;, C::I!lN ,~n ....... :l;n, 1" ,'no N;:l' '10::1 N;:l ":l~ 
C')ON)n ~, ',on c;w n":l C::I; nm::lN' 

3) Jes. 40 ,3 sqq.: N');::1 un;N; n;oo n:l'31:l ,,~ n,n' ", UD ':l'0:l N"P ;,p 
'N" n,n' ,,:l::l n;)), n31p:l; c'o::l,n, ,,~o; :lp31n n'n, ';D~ n31~ ,n ;::1, N~)' 

,:l, mn' 'D '::I ,~, ,~ ;::1 
4) Jes. 43,19 sq.: ", ':l'0:l C'~N '1N nw,n N;n nOlln M31 n~n ~31 '))n 

l'O'~:l n"m c'o ,:l'0:l 'M) '::1 m31' n'):l' c')n m~ n'n ')':l::ln n"m l'O'~:l 
','n:l '031 n,pm 
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Still more c1ear is, if possible: I will open rivers in high 
places, and fountains in the midst of the valleys: I will make 
the wilderness a pool of water, and the dry land springs of 
water. I will plant in the wilderness the cedar, the acacia and 
the myrde, and the oil tree; I wiJl set in the desert the fir tree, 
and the pine treè and the box tree together: that they may 
see, and know, and consider, and understand together, that 
the hand of the Lord hath done this, and the Holy one of 
Israel hath created it 1). 

So it appears th at the desert in the poetic language of Deu
terojesaja has the same place as chaos in the historical Oriental 
scheme. This is not a fortuitouscoincidence. We saw above, 
that ,nn is the technical term for chaos and the ocean as 
chaos. ,nn is also a designation of the desert and of the desert 
as chaoS7 Ps. 1°7, 40: He poureth contempt upon princes, and 
causeth them to wander in the wilderness, where there is no 
way i). And Job 6, 18: The paths of their way are turned 
aside, they go mto the desert and perish 8). 

Here there proves to be aconnection between the ocean 
and the desert, both being considered as the domain of chaos. 
Another token of aconnection between the ocean and the 
desert in a tradition has already been mentioned: Gehenna 
has three gates: one In the desert, one in the sea, one in 
J erusalem .). 

But we must return to Deuterojesaja who has more to say 
concerning the historical scheme which he, and probably others 
also, applies to the Israelitic Past. He is conscious of the ana
logy between the exileand three other epochs: the cosmogony, 
the deluge and the exodus. 

Like the deluge in the days of 'Noah so the exile has been 
an act of wrath on the part of Jahwe; and just as af ter the 
deluge He swOre that the waters should not return over the 
earth, so He swears now that He wiJl not be wrath with 
Israel: F or a litde spa ce I have forsaken thee; but with great 
mercies will I gather thee. In wrath I hid my face from thee 

I) Jes. 41,18 sqq. o.:ut? ~,o O'~N n,)'yo n,yp::1 j'ln::1' n"ru o"e~ ~y meN 
~'::1 i'C'Y::1 O'~N 10~}'Y' c,m ~~ MN '::1'0::1 )nN 0'0 'N~~ n'~ ~N' 0'0 

"n' 'WNn, ,mn 
2) ", N~ ,nn::1 oyn', 0'::1") ~y n:l ,e~ 
3) "::1N" \~ '~Y' O::l" n'mN 'nD;' 
4) p. 41 • 
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for a moment; but with everlasting kindness will I have mercy 
on thee, saith Yahwe the Redeemer. F or this is as the days 
of Noah unto me: for as I have sworn that the waters of 
Noah should no more go over the earth; so have I sworn 
that I would not be wrath with thee, nor rebuke thee 1). 

A double comparison of the exile with the cosmogony and 
Israel's passing through the Red sea occurs in the following 
passage: Awake, awake, put on strength, 0 arm of Yahwe; 
awake, as in the ancient days, in the generations of old. Art 
thou not it th at hath cut Rahab, and wounded the dragon? 
Art thou not it which hath dried the sea, the waters of the 
great Tehom; that hath made the depths of the sea a way 
for the ransomed to pass over? Therefore the redeemed of the 
Lord shall return, and come with singing unto Sion etc. '). 

A comparison with the crossing of the Red sea occurs a 
second time: Thus saith the Lord, which maketh a way in 
the sea, and a path in the mighty waters; which bringeth 
forth the chariot and horse, the army and the power; they 
shall tie together, they shall not rise: they are extinct, they 
are q uenched as tow. Remem ber ye not the former things; 
neither consider the things of old etc. a). 

The point in question is c1ear: In olden times Yahwe has 
broken the power of chaos represented by the ocean: before 
the creation he has crushed the head of Rahab, the serpent .of 
the ocean; he has pushed back' the waters of cha-os af ter 
the deluge; he has prohibited Tehom, represented by the Red 
sea, to swallow his redeemed; now the power of the exile, 
"represented as the desert, will be braken and as the cosmo
gony and the deluge were followed by a golden age, and the 
crossing of the Red sea by the entrance into the promised 
land flowing with milk and honey, so the exiled will return 
unto Sion. 

We must leave Denterojesaja and his historica! views here, 

I) Jes. S4,7-9: ')D 'mnon '1llp '1~ 1ll:pN C',,) c'om:, 1'n:l37 ~p 37)'1: 
':370 'n37:Tt'~ 'Tt'N " n~u m 'O'~ ."n' 1;N) 'ON 1'nom C;'37 ,on:, 100 37l' 

1: '37)0' 1';37 '1llpO 'n37:Tt') P y-lNn ;37 "TIl7 l"tI '0 
2) Je~. SI, 9-12: N;n C'O;W n"" c'p 'O'~ "'37 mn' ~'l l17 'Tt':; "W "W 

MOTt'M n:, c,nn '0 c' n:,non N'n nN N;n l')n n;;,no :lm n~n N'i1 nN 

ru,: l"ll 'N:' l':'Tt" mn' ""D' C"'N) ':37; ", c' 'P0370 
3) Jes. 43,16-18: :~, N'll,on n:'N C'l37 C'o:, ", C': lnun mn' 'ON n~ 

n,')o,p, nUTt'N' "~ln ~ ,:~ nnfVt)~ '~37' ,o'p' ;: ,~Tt" "n' m~ ;'n 0'0' 
m:nn ;N 
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stating anew that the crossing of the Red sea is considered 
as the crossing of Tehom. The crossing of the Red sea is 
also considered by early Christian writers in a peculiar light. 
We have seen that Tehom is nearly synonymous with the 
nether world; Afrahat draws a paralIel between the Red sea 
and ~heol: For them (the Israelites) Moses clove asunder the 
sea and caused them to cross it, and our Saviour clove asunder 
Sheol 1). 

The crossing of the Red sea is also a symbol of baptism: 
Moreover, brethren, I would not that ye should be ignorant, 
how that all our fathers were under the cloud, and all passed 
through the sea; and were all baptized unto Moses in the 
cloud and in the sea '). 

50 baptism may be styled as a passing through the Red 
sea or a passing through Tehom. In the 22d Ode of Solomon 
there is a glorification of' Him that overthrew by my hands 
the dragon with seven heads' 8), a comparison therefore of 
the poet with God's slaying the Leviathan in the creation. 
Rendel Harris gives thc following note to the passage: 'Bernard 
thinks the dragon is to be explained by Patristic gnosis of the 
defeat "Of the devil in the waters of Baptism, as in Cyril Cat. 
111, I land the Baptismal rituals. 1 add to Dr. Bernard's -refe
rences one from a MS. of Moses Bar Kepha on Baptism, in 
may own collection: 'our Lord was baptized that he might 
trample on the head of the spiritual dragon th at lurked in the 
water etc.' - It is clear th at the baptismal water was a symbol 
of Tehom and conceived as being inhabited by monsters that 
were considered as its representatives. The ungodly character 
of Tehom appears thus once more in a striking way. 

Now it is not astonishing to find that, like the passing 
through Tehom in the Red sea, 50 Noah's passing through 
Tehom is considered as a symbol of oaptism. This is 50 in 
the New Testament: .... which sometime were disobedient, 
when once the longsuffering of God waited in the days of 
Noah, while the ark was a preparing, wherein few, that is 
eight souls were saved by water. The like figure whereunto 

2) I Corinthians 10, I sq. 

3) .cao.za; ~:w ..a....s~ .~~ ....... :w oca 
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even baptism doth also now save us etc. 1). And in the pictures 
of the catacombs Noah in his ark is a common symbol of 
baptism. 

Finally, as Tehom is synonymous with death, so baptism is 
compared with death: know ye not, that so many of us as 
were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptized into his death? 
Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death: that 
like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of 
the Father, even so we should also walk in newness of life '). 

B. THE OCEAN AS A POSITIVE POWER 

Finally we have to consider the positive side of the ocean 
and here again we may start from the cosmogonic stories. 
Here then the ocean is no longer the element that has to be 
tamed, but the substance out of which all things were created. 
I need only recall here the evidence we have discussed above 8), 
culminating in the senten ce from the ~or'än: we made every 
living thing of water. Further I would recall the story, how 
the preexistent sanctuary is created, beginning from a spot of 
in the primaeval water. We have seen that the biblical story 
of the creation gives a twofold image of the ocean before the 
creation: darkrtess lies over the surface of T ehom; and: the 
spirit of God is brooding over it. This is all; in deed a torso 
if compared with other cosmogonic stories, for the aim or the 
result of the spirit's brooding is not explained. Later literature, 
however, has filled In this gap. Jacob of Edessa, in his con
mentary on this verse, · compares the brooding of the spirit 
over the waters with the brooding of a hen '). And the Cave 
of Treasures has this explanation: On that Sunday the Holy 
Ghost, one of the persons of the Trinity, brooded on the waters. 
And by this brooding on the surface of the waters they were 
blessed so as to become able to bring forth. And all the na
tural germs in the waters became hot and fervent, and all the 
leaven of creation became united with them I). 

I) I Peter 3,20. 
2) Romans 6,3sq. I am indebted for these New Testament references to tbe kindness 

of Professor Windiscb. 
3) p. 7· 
4) In Ephraim's Opera I, 117 sq. 

5) Cave of Treasures, P.3: 3-u ~3D r61a; ~; ~ ~ ÇQ:IO 
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1 inay also cite a quotation from J acob of Edessa in de Lagar
de's Arabic Pentateuch: Mar Jacob of Edessa says th at the 
spirit was like a cloud from which life and rain and humidity 
descends 1). In other words: the spirit fertilires the waters and 
these conceive the germs of the created things. Further it is 
to be remembered th at the Phoenician cosmogony 9) tells how 
from the conjunction of the primaeval Spirit with Chaos Mw't' 
originated that contained- the germs of things. The Syriac 
writers cited above seem . to have been acquainted with this 
conception. 

The primaeval waters therefore are in these cosmogonic tra
ditions an element of life. We may leave these traditions now 
and notice that it is not only in the cosmogony that the ocean 
is considered from this point of view. It is also the place 
where that gift most highly prized by ancient humanity origi
nated: the gift of everlasting life .. In other words: the ocean 
is the place where the fountain of life originates. 

This conception is not astonishing. We have found above 
that Tehom is synonymous with the nether worldj we have 
also found that according to the Semites all rivers originate in 
the nether world. N ow the fountain of life has no peculiar 
mode of existence: it is to be expected that it also originates 
in the nether world. - It is to be remarked, before we in
quire into the subject, that the fountain of life sometimes 
occurs in connection with the tree of life, and so belongs to 
paradise; in the second place it may have its origin in the 
sanctuary as it is described in Ezechiel 47, 1 sqq.; sometimes 
ho wever it occurs apart from paradise. 

Now paradise in the Semitic çonception, already to be traced 
in the Old Testament, is placed usually in the ut most East, 
sometimes in the utmost West and sometimes in the utmost 
North. This means that Paradise is localised on the same spot 
as the characteristic points we have found above: the- towns, 
the tower, the castle, the mountains etc. S). Paradise conse-

4.r<' .ho:t ~a; !t.&:Ia • ~ .ho r<'~A..~~!'I të:laiU..A ~ 
~ ~ a~~r<b C\..u~;a t<.i:Û~ _aa~!'I ~~~r< ~ 

~A.aa~!'I r<'~ ~ ~c:w= ~~r<b t<~!'1 
I) II, 6, 18:)~ ~I ~ ~~ ~-,}I ol ,-"}I;}I Y~ '...sj'" JI3 ~-' 

- " "I t.tl ij .1\ MA 
UI-"""'~ r~ ~ 

2) Eusebius, Evang. praeparatio I, 10. 3) p. 26 sqq. 
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quently, like them, be10ngs to T ehom, and so does the foun
tain of life. 

But this conclusion must be tested by the evidence of the 
texts themselves; so we will examine what they say concerning 
the fountain of life. 

In the first pI ace we have a series of traditions connecting 
the fountain of life with Tehom itself. The oldest is perhaps 
a description in the Book of Henoch, that I quote in its en
tirety 1) in order to show the meaning as clearly as possible; 
it occurs in the I7th chapter. Henoch is travelling through the 
earth and the nether world. 'And they took and brought me 
to a place in which those who were there were like flaming 
fire, and, when they wished, they appeared as men. And they 
brought me to the place of darkness, and to a mountain the 
point of whose summit reached to heaven. And. I saw the 
places of the luminaries and the treasuries of the stars and of 
the thunder, and in the uttermost depths, where were a fiery 
bow and arrows and their quiver, and a fiery sword and all 
the lighthings. And they took me to the living waters, and to 
the fire of the West, which receives every setting of the sun. 
And I came to a river of fire in which the fire flows like water 
and discharges itself into the great sea towards the West. I 

. saw the great rivers and came to the great river and to the 
great darkness, and went to the place where no flesh walks. 
I saw the mountains of the darkness of winter and the place 
whence all the waters of the deep flow. I saw the mouths of 
all the rivers of the earth and the mouth of the deep'. 

The utrnost West, in th is description, is the place 
1 ° where the rivers of the earth flow into the ocean. 
2° of the ocean itself. 
3° of darkness, i. e. the nether world. 
4° where the waters of life spring. 
In other words: the waters of life originate in Tehom, in 

the land of darkness, in the nether world, in the far West. 
The Romance of Alexander in its various versions contains 

many details concerning the fountain of life. According to ver
sion C of the Greèk text, it· is found in the land of darkness : 
,,, 'I t~\ " , , -'-_~ I T~_ 

)((Xc Otlt'~ ec~ef?x.0fUY()c OoOY (1XO't'ECWN em ~X.0tYO~ o~1tevre eCoaY 't'cyGI( 
, ,,..,.... ,~ , ?' \ N~" t" 

't'01tOY XlXC )JY Gl(vt'~ trtr(1J o,aV"f1i~ )7~ 't'o 7JOWp )j~pamEY ~ GI(.(1Tpa1;'1;· 

I) cf. above p. 33"sqq. 
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l'ilI ~ ó dtip Èxeëvo~ ~J'.f~~ )((Xi nrlw iÀ!JxVr(J.T~ 1). - The Syriac 
poem of Alexander, ascribed to Jacob of Sarug, mentions 
Alexander's reaching the mountain of Masis and his march 
Northward. Then threehundred old men co me to him., with 
whom he discusses his project to penetrate into the land of 
darkness. They ask him why he wishes to visit this horrible 
country of death. Alexander answers: I have heard that in it 
is the fountain of life and I ain very desirous to see wh ether this 
is true. The old man answered: there are many fountains in 
that country and nobody knows which of them is the fountain 
of the water of life '). 

These quotations from the Romance of Alexander may suf
fice. I will only point to Friedländer's analysii, which shows 
that the Talmud and some Arabic sources also localise the 
fountain of life in the land of darkness' ). Friedländer alsQ 
mentions the poem in Yä~iit, in which the brazen town (the 
entrance of Tehom, as we have seen above) is the place of 
the fountain of life. Ibn al-WardI has a tradition to this effect: 
In the darkness ') is the fountain of life, in the Southwestern 
part of it I). 

The fountain of life is sometimes 8) considered as the origin 
of the four rivers of paradise. These rivers .have their origin 
apparently in various quarters of the world. But this is only a 
false appearance. According to a widely spread opinion they 
are conducted under the ground towards various spots where 
they break through the surf ace of the earth, but their origin 
is one. Ibn al-WardI relates that Sail)ün and biail)ün, the Nile 
and the Euphrates, i. e. the four rivers of paradise, come fourth 
from a cupola of emerald and are poured out into the dark ocean 
and are sweeter than honey 7). - But, apart from these tra
ditions : the fountain of life, like all other fountains on the 
earth,is a gift from the nether world. The fountain of life and 

1) Pseudo-CallistheDes, Chapter 39. 

2) Linea 166-169: ~:t r<.~ CQ::I ~r<:t ~ ~ ;...:,or< 
~ ~ ~ ~r< tca r<;= ~ r<:t~ r<~:t ,.s~ ~O 
~:t ~:t ~ tca r<Sar< ~Sa JSr< ~o ...t;a-f'IêI CQ::I ~r< 
3) Die ChadhirlegeDde UDd der AleuDderromaD, p. 32 7 § 5. 
4) i. e. the land of darkDess or the dark oceao, 

5) Ia, p. 9: yA., yj!1 ~ ~I .übill ~ $., ~ CJl:C d.JJ:al1 j., 
6) Friedlander, p. 327. 
7) 11, 117· 
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the rivers of paradise or the sanctuary, as an image of para
dise, are the origin of all sweet water on the earth. 50 all the 
water of the rivers partakes of the character of the fountain 
of life , though in a minor degree. This may be seen from the 
term living water, so common in Semitic literature 1). From 
Genesis 26, 19 it appears that living water is the water spring
ing from a fountain. But the later practice shows th at rain is 
also considered as living water "). This means that living water 
is either the water springing from nether Tehom or that from 
upper Tehom. So Tehom again appears to be considered as 
the element of life. And water from Tehom is used for ab
lutions. 

Now it may be considered as certain that the aim of ab
lutions is to drive away demons 2), or in other terms diseases, 
and sins. Both disease and sin are forms of death. If they are 
driven away by water from Tehom, this is because Tehom is 
here considered as the element of life. 

This is also true for Babylonia. Exorcisms in Babylonia are 
practised by means of water from Eridu a), and Eridu is the 
residence of Ea, the god of Tehom. It is in accordance with 
th is, and a new proof of the parallelism between Tehom and 
the nether worId, that Ishtar, in order to acquire the water 
of life, has to descend into the nether worId, for there is the 
fountain of life. 

It is further to be observed, that water, of course 'living' 
water, is of ten mentioned as the element by which the dead 
will be quickened. In Muslim tradition it is toId, that under the 
throne of God, i. e. in upper Tehom, there is a sea of green 
water, with which Alläh will quicken the dead 4). And in Jewish 
literature the connection between water and the resurrection of 
the dead is of ten mentioned '). 

Tehom as the element of life appears also in some features 
of the tree of life which in Babylonia sometimes was repre
sented as a palm growing in Eridu 11); here the connection 
between Tehom and the tree of life is evident; in the poem 

I) Cf. e. g. Johannesbuch der Mandller 11, 5,6,178; Leviticus 14,5 sq., SO-S2;Jeremia 
2,13; Zaèharjah 14,8 and cf. Ezech. 47,1-12; Ode.s of Solomon 28,13· 

2) cf. Der Islam IV, p. 219 sqq. 
3) Weber, Dämonenbeschwörung, p. 21; Wünsche, Lebensbaum und Lebenswasser p. 72• 
4) Abn Zaid, 11, 10. 
5) Berelhit Rabb., par. 13. Cf. Goldziher in Archiv f. Religionswissenschart XIII, p. 40. 
6) Wünsche, p. 2. 
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cited by Wünsche the tree is said to overshadow Tehomand 
Eridu is expressly called the residence of Ea. Now the tree of 
life and the world-tree cannot always be distinguished in Se
mitic literature; the famous sidrat al-muntahä is the tree of 
paradiseand of ten it is described as the tree that encompasses 
the world. This impression mayalso be gathered from Wünsche's 
descriptions. This statement will be of value for the under
standing of a passage in Ezechiel describing the tree of the 
world. The description is found in chapter 3 I, where the king 
of Assyria is depicted in the image of th is tree: 'Behold, Assur 
was a cedar in Lebanon with fair branches and with a sha
dowing shroud, and of an high stature ; and his top was among 
the thick boughs. The waters made it great, Tehom set it 
up on high with her rivers running about its plants, and sent 
out her litde rivers unto all the trees of the field. Therefore 
its height was exalted above all the trees of the field, and 
its . boughs were multiplied, and its branches became long 
because of the multitude of waters, when it shot forth. All 
the fowls of heaven made their nests in its boughs, and under 
îts branches did all the beasts of the field bring fourth their 
young, and under its shadow dwelt all great natiQns. Thus 
was it fair in its greatness, in the length of its Branches: for 
its root was by the great · waters. The cedars in the garden 
of God could not hide it: the fir trees were not like its 
boughs, and the chestnut trees were not like its branches; 
nor any tree in the garden of God was like unto it in its 
beauty. I have made it fair by the multitude of its branches; 
50 that all the trees of Eden, that were in the garden of 
God envied it...... Thus saith the Lord Yahwe: In the 
day when it went down to Sheol I caused a mourning: I 
covered Tehom for Ît, and I restrained the floods thereof, and 
the great waters were staged' etc. - This is clear: the tree 
of the world which· at the same time is the tree of life is 
planted in Tehom and when it is destroyed, Tehom mourns 
for it. Tehom is the element of life. 

Tehom is also the element of fertility, as allsweet water 
springs from it and water is synonymous with fertility among 
the Semites 1). Sometimes the fertilising power of Tehom is 
represented in a remarkable way: the water of upper Tehom 

I) Cf. the Navel of the Earlh, p. 7. 
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is represented as the masculine, that of nether T ehom as the 
feminine element j fertility spnngs from the meeting of the two. 
This idea is expressed in a passag-e in the Bereshit rabba: rabbi 
Levi said: the upper waters are masculine, the nether waters 
are feminine. The former say to the latter: receive us; you 
are the creatures of the Holy One (blessed may He be), we 
are His messengers. Then they receive them immediately. This 
is what scripture says: The earth shall open 1), viz. like a 
woman that opens herself for a man '). 

Here the upper and the nether waters are mentioned expressly j 
very common, also among other peoples; is the idea of a 
marriage between heaven and earth, rain being the fertilising 
element. In the Talmud e. g. rain is called the husband of 
the earth 3). But this is not the place to give more examples 
of this latter idea, as a connection with Tehom is not evident. 
I will only point to the fact that the former conception, that 
of fertility being caused by the meeting of the upper and 
the nether waters, was also known to the Arabs j this appears 
from the expression oÇ."jll ~I 'the two fertile elements have 
met' i. e. the upper and the nether water, whose meeting causes 
fertility '). 

Finally we have to consider Tehom in its connection with 
paradise and the islands of the Blessed. Again the Romance 
of Alexander has many examples of this idea. It may be 
observed here that the terms islands of the Blessed and country 
of the Blessed are used promiscuously, just like land of dark
ness, nether world and Tehom. In the version C of the Greek 
Pseudo-Callisthenes it is said: xaè chà TpC~Y YifUPGlY ~ÀOEY E~ T61to~ 
N t!"l ' ~ , - 'l' , , ' ___ "I' , ") 
G1t(1) 0 1)AC~ o:)x E ArX[J.1tEY· !XEC ow EO'tCY 1) IUU.(1)fUY1J p.a.x<xpWY X/'Nprr. • 
Here the land of the Blessed is situated in the land of dark
ness j in the Syriac legend of Alexander, translated by Budge, 
it is expressly said that paradise is surrounded by the stinking
ocean and enveloped by dark clouds a). Here, in Christian 

I) Jesaja 45,8. 

2) Par. 13: ,~; '~N C"C'lN lm n'Ci'l C'lmnm C":)7 C'l";y., c'cn ,,; ., 'CN 
nnDn ,"M'n In," 1'~PC cn,'é ,'m~ 'IlN' 'n':J'p'n ;TV ,'n"':J cnN un," ,;:JP 

,:)" nnn'D N'i'1lV n n:Jp):) ~ 
3) Ta'anit 6h: N,n NlMN' ml7:J "~'C ~M''' 'CN' 
4) I have borrowed this enmple (rom Rhodokanakis in Wörter und Sachen v, 199. 
5) Pseudo-Ca11isthenes, Chap. 39. 
6) Budge, p. 152. 
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Syriac literature, the island of the Blessed is situated in the. 
sea of darkness; this proves on the one hand what I just said: 
the several terms are used promiscuously, on the other hand 
that a literary direct connection between the Greek Romance 
of Alexander and the Syriac Legend does not exist. More
over, Syriac literature coatains other evidence concerning the 
situation of paradise in Tehom. Above I have quoted 1) from 
a cosmological treatise a description of the ocean which sur
rounds the world like a wall, containing no living creatures. It 
continues: And beyond it lies the paradise of God; and as 
soon as the souls of man leave their bodies they are con
ducted by angels towards the abodes surrounding paradise. 
These abodes are destined for the souls of the saints. As 
to those who have done eviI, their souls are not deemed 
worthy to enter. that country of life 9). 

And from the mystic Isaac of Ninive I quote: J ust as it is 
impossible to cross the ocean without a boat or a ship, 50 

nobody can reach love without fear. We cross that stinking 
sea, that is situated between us and spiritual paradise, in the 
boat of repentanee, that has fear as a rudder. If the rudder 
of fear does not regulate this ship of repentanee, in which we 
cross the ocean of this world unto God, we shall he drowned 
in the stinking ocean a). 

In Arabic literature paradise is not placed in the ocean, 
but, in accordance with Greek traditions, the islands of the 
Blessed are to be found there. Their names and number are 
given variously. They are situated in the Western part of the 

I) p. 46. 

2) p' . 251: r<~o r<c:ra.lt<'~ ~~~ tCDoLat<' aa1:III lcn..lo 

~'-3»3 f'Oöor< ~~ ~~~ ra ~~ r<~ roä1~:t 
~30:t ~ ~:t ~CD .~~ ~ca.l ~Q::IQ f'äIIa.~~ 
om-\ -:WO!.' ,~ ~~Nst.a ~o~ ~ rdcu.. o.~~ ~ ~CD 

~~ t<';~t<' 

3) p. 317: t<';CL.D;"" ~~ ~; ~.\ ;,,~ ~~ ~r< 

. ~ cNû t6L.~ ~ ~ ~ J.,St<'..d ~CD ..a..lr<b 
t<';CUI= ~:t._ f'äIIa.~~o ~ ~ ~~ ""-;.. ~ OCD 

~~~ ..aard ~t<'~~~ ~rd ~ ~r<~ ~~ "'~A::a.~~ 
~ ~~ =~ t<'~CD td.A::a.~~ ~t<' t<'~~ _~~ rd 

r<.;" ~ t'.'''.- ~t<' ~~ f'OCD ~~ 

http://kAAm.ii
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surrounding ocean 1), or over against Abessynia SI), which means 
nearly the same, for the Western coast of Africa is also called 
Abessynia. They are called d.Mjl f'fr, oWlll f~, the islands 
of etemal abode, and are sometimes distinguished from another 
group ~I ;Ir.- or d.,)La...J1 ;'r.- or ~I f'fr, the islands 
of happiness, that are situated between them and the coast S). 
Their number is usually given as six '), but it is not always 
the same. I may quote a description of these islands from 
Nuwain '); parallel texts are in ~azwInI ') and Dimashlp 7): 

Abn 'Obaid al-Sakn, in his book entitled the book of the 
ways and the kingdoms, says: over against Tandja are situated 
the islands called by the Greeks Fortunatas i. e. the happy 
ones. They are called th us . because their trees and shrubs 
produce all sorts of delicious fruits without having been planted 
or cultivated, and their ground bears corn instead of grass 
and differents sorts of aromatic plants 8) instead of thoms. They 
are separated one from the Qther, though at short distances. 
It is said that once it happened that the wind drove a ship 
ashore on one of these islands. When the sailors went ashore 
they found different sorts -of fruit-trees andspice-trees and 
various precious stones. They took of them what they could 
and returned to Spain. When the king asked them where they 
had got this, they told their story. Then he provided ships and 
let them sail, but they did not reach an island for they perished 
because of the high billows and the vehement wind so that 
none of them returned 8). 

I) B. G. VIII, 68. 2) B. G. VI, 231. 
3) Abu 'I-lidi', p. 187. 
4) Mas'lldl I, 179. 5) p. 62. 
6) 11; 19. 1) p. 135. 
8) AccordiDg to Dimaah~1 wbo reads ~;' iDStead of Nuwairl's ~) 'gardeDs. 

9) ;I~ ~ $:~~ ~W!, ~Wy ~;;tl ~l:iS' ~ ,-,+.l' ~ ~I JI5 
~~ ~ 0'J ~ ~ Ik.\.: .... JI ~ ~4.-b~ ~ .: U~ .: ~ ~I 
Ä.>~ .... I .. I' '. M.r..bll all;.11 ·l.i...D1 1.1<" 1 •. ·..1 .;.. (Cod. 273: 1··,1....:.) 

'oN ~, '-IN;: pc ~ ... !r U ...- ~ ~.) 

'ü;iM $, 11!l~1 ~ ~;I 1.Jl...L,.Q!, ~I 0l.M E).rJ1 J..S" ~) Ol, 

~ ~ SF.fr J,I ~ t'='jl ~ ~ ~)tl ~ o' Jl..i4" ;u:)~ 
)~!, &S'!,äll )1.#'1 t~1 ~ ~ !,~.,; ~I YSj ~ ~ ~ J.,a ;r~ 
~~I .,)~ ~ ~ ~lbl L.. w . ~ ~ J.{ ~!,eJ1 ~!, "=,,,I,;'JI 

J.c ~ ~ \;J*"'" ~I)" ~ ~)"4 lI,p>I,; ~ ~ 0:11 ~ ~. ~w 

\~ 4M ~7- ~ t"dfl ~ ~ ~I ~ ~)tl ~ SF? 
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The islands of the Blessed, like Paradise, appear to he 
situated in the terrible ocean and no man can reach them. 
They are exempt from the curse th at has been laid upon the 
earth af ter Adam's sin; they produce, without being cultivated, 
corn and fruits instead of thorns and thistles. Again T ehom 
proves to be an element terrible and deadly, but at the same 
time bestowing life and the highest happiness. 

These islands, like paradise, were the goal of Alexander's 
journey 1) and these islands too bear the statues indicating 
that there is no passage beyond them i). We have seen that 
these statues are interchanged with the mountain, the tower, 
the town, the castIe, áll of them partaking of the character 
of Tehom, and sometimes being described with the features 
of the nether world. Here it is not the nether world, but the 
islands of the Blessed that indicate Tehom, again a token of 
its double character. 
- This double character of the ocean may be considered in

dubitable. Tehom is the element of death as weIl as of life, 
it is the seat of heiland of paradise. 

We have stated the intimate connection existing in the 
Semitic mind between the ocean and the nether world. This 
nether world bears also a double character. It is a designation 
of death, the grave and heli; it is the place abhorred by the 
ancient Israelites more than any other place; the Psalms are 
still fuU of the terrors with which the nether world threatens 
man before he has conceived the idea of resurrection and life 
af ter death. But at the same time this earth is the place he 
comes from and the substance out of which he was made. 
He is made of ,~~ like the earth; he has been formed in 
the net her parts of it a). He knows that the beginning of his 
life is due to it, for at his death he 'returns' ') to it: earth 
and the nether world are his mother and his grave. Man comes 
from the earth and returns unto it; the way of mankind is a 
circular movement, a perpetually revolving chain ever turning 
round. 

So the ocean and the earth or the nether world prove to 
possess the same double character. StilI, it remains possible, 

I) Idrfsl, p. 28. 
2) ~wlDI 11, 19. 
3) Psalm 139, IS· 
4) Ps. 9, 18 j 146, 4. 
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th at these opposite features are due to a different origin. In 
the Preface I have spoken of the impossibility of tracing the 
ways along whichmany characteristic features of the ocean 
have reached the Western Semites. So we have to reckon with 
a solution of th is question in such a way, that the union of 
these opposite features would be of a secundary nature ·only. 
Still, this must remain a question beforehand. 

If, on the other hand, the Semites themselves have conceived 
such opposite views, we may ask whether a people, that·con
ceived such ideas, was not acquainted with the Egyptian con
catenation of life and death 1); here death is not only a 
negative thing, but at the same time the origin of life. But 
it must be acknowledged, th at such a conception, if known 
to the Semites, does not seem to have been clearly conscious 
1:0 them; for, apart from the idea of resurrection, which really 
belongs to a different series of ideas, it is not mentioned in 
their literature. 

I) Cf. W. B. Kristen5en in Verslagen en Mededeelingen der Kon. Akademie V, 2, 
p. 68 sqq. 
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